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Grades 5 and 6
Introduction
Age Appropriateness

Goals

This Learning Series is designed for children ages 10
and 11. This is, in many ways, the pivotal Learning
Series of the entire Affirming Persons—Saving Lives
curriculum. Children in this age group are on the
brink of a dramatic expansion of their world, which
promises new experiences, increasing independence,
and a variety of relationships, possibly including
sexual relationships.
Providing 10- and 11-year-old children with
a comprehensive understanding of HIV/AIDS is
critical to preventing teenage transmission of HIV.
Beginning at age 10, children are increasingly confronted with the possibility of engaging in risk
behaviors that could put them at risk for HIV infection. It is vitally important that these children clearly
understand how HIV is transmitted, be able to
identify risky behaviors, and have basic refusal skills
to enable them to resist peer pressure to engage in
risky behaviors.
This Learning Series challenges adults to overcome the belief that children in this age group should
have only limited knowledge of sex and drugs. With
regard to HIV/AIDS, such limited knowledge can be
life-threatening.

The sessions for Grades 5 and 6 provide information and teach skills critical for preparing children
in this age group to live in a world with HIV. Goals
for this pivotal series include:
• nurturing the children’s self-esteem

within a context of Christian values.
• teaching ways HIV is transmitted
and how HIV transmission may be
prevented.
• teaching effective ways to say “no”
to unsafe or risky behaviors.
• ensuring a basic understanding of
human sexuality, including the three
forms of sexual intercourse, differences
in sexual orientations, and the validity of
sexual abstinence.
• strengthening decision-making skills.
• affirming that human beings have the
freedom to make choices and the responsibility to make healthy decisions.

Overview
Within a context of nurturing self-esteem and selfempowerment, children learn the fundamental facts
about HIV, including its transmission and prevention.
Grades 5–6 Learning Series | Introduction
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As facts are separated from myths, children
learn specific ways that HIV is transmitted (through
birth, exchange of blood, and sexual intercourse).
They learn about specific behaviors that increase
the risk of HIV infection.
Emphasis is placed on the prevention of HIV
infection. It is clearly stated that the best choice for
safety and health is abstinence from drug use and
sexual intercourse.
To reinforce these learnings and support selfempowerment, the lessons include practical skills
building in areas relevant to the children’s lives:
• saying “no” to risky behaviors
• dealing with peer pressures
• assessing behaviors for the risk of HIV

infection
• making decisions that are safe, healthy,
and loving toward oneself and others
God’s goodness in creating human beings with the
capacity to be loving persons and sexual persons
is affirmed. Human responsibility in honoring the
freedom God gives by making responsible choices
is emphasized.
Biblical references in the lessons reflect the teachings of Jesus that call us to respond to people with
illness in kind and loving ways, to love God with
all of our being, and to love others and ourselves.
Theological reflections focus on God’s love for all
people, God’s desire for our safety, and God’s will
that each person be as healthy as she or he can be.
Throughout the series, children create and work
on an “HIV Prevention Media Campaign.” Through
this activity, they can engage the entire congregation in awareness about AIDS, and they are challenged to be in ministry with others.

8

Essential learnings in these lessons include:
• AIDS is caused by a virus called HIV,

which can be transmitted from person
to person through birth, blood, or sexual
intercourse.
• HIV is not transmitted through children’s
everyday activities. We do not have to be
afraid of persons with HIV or AIDS.
• God wants us to be kind and loving
toward all people, including people with
HIV or AIDS.
• Abstinence from sexual intercourse and
using drugs are the two most important
ways we can protect ourselves from HIV.
• Blood and sexual fluids are body fluids
that can transmit HIV.
• Using latex condoms offers some protection from disease, but condoms are not
100 percent safe.
• We can learn to say “no” to risky behavior, even though it is sometimes very
hard to do.
• Saying “no” to drugs (including alcohol)
is a safe and healthy choice. Using injectable drugs is very dangerous.
• God gave human beings the freedom to
choose, the right to say both “yes” and “no.”
• God gave human beings very special
gifts—creating us as loving persons and
as sexual persons.
• There are three forms of sexual intercourse, and all can transmit the virus if
one of the sexual partners has HIV.
• Sexual intercourse is an adult activity
that is not appropriate for children.
• We can identify safe behaviors and
behaviors that may put us at risk for HIV.
• God wants us to choose behaviors that
are safe, healthy, and loving.
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• We can support one another in choosing

safe and healthy behaviors.
• We can learn to make safe, healthy, and
loving decisions that are rooted in our
Christian values.
• We can prevent the spread of HIV.

AIDS-Specific Issues
AIDS-specific and HIV-related messages are conveyed in each session. The learnings are sequential
and build on information and skills taught in the
preceding sessions.
Session I confronts the barriers to discussing
sensitive issues and establishes guidelines for classroom discussions and activities. HIV and AIDS are
defined, and basic facts about the AIDS epidemic
are introduced, including how the virus is transmitted and ways it is not transmitted. Children
learn that they do not need to be afraid of people
with HIV and that it’s important to treat all people
with kindness.
Session II focuses on HIV prevention, providing specific instructions to avoid contact with other
people’s blood and the risk from sharing needles and
syringes. Drug use is named as a dangerous behavior. Children learn that abstinence is the best way to
prevent the sexual transmission of HIV and other
diseases. Condoms are identified as risk-reducing
and as not offering 100 percent protection. A key
new learning in this lesson is that anyone who participates in behaviors that present the risk of HIV
transmission can get the virus. Children also learn
that HIV infection is preventable by avoiding risky
behaviors.
Session III builds on the concept of abstinence
and the ease with which HIV can be contracted
through risky behaviors. Drug use, including alcohol, is discussed and identified as unsafe, unhealthy,
and risky. Children come to acknowledge that say-

ing “no” is often difficult, especially with the many
pressures to participate in risky behaviors. They
then learn and practice refusal skills, which are so
essential to the prevention of HIV transmission.
Session IV nurtures an appreciation for human
sexuality and affirms that God’s gift of sexuality is
good. Children learn more about the sexual transmission of HIV, including a vocabulary that promotes a clear understanding of the dynamics of
responsible sexual relationships. The following
words are factually and simply defined: genitals,
masturbation, sexual fluids, sexual intercourse, vaginal intercourse, oral intercourse, anal intercourse,
heterosexual, homosexual, and bisexual.
In relationship to HIV transmission, masturbation is identified as a safe behavior, and the three
forms of sexual intercourse are named as potentially
risky behaviors. All forms of sexual intercourse are
emphasized as adult behaviors that are not appropriate for children. Sexual orientations are also
defined. Children learn that “it isn’t who you are but
what you do or don’t do” that matters with regard
to HIV.
Session V further defines the words “risk”
and “risky behavior.” Children learn that different
behaviors in one’s life have different degrees of risk.
Group work and discussion allow the children to
assess the degree of risk for HIV infection from a
list of behaviors. Emphasis is placed upon avoiding
behaviors that pose any risk for HIV transmission.
Session VI explores the decision-making process
and provides a model for making safe and healthy
decisions. Children learn to ask special questions
concerning choices, consequences, personal motivation, and feelings. Two scenarios that focus on peer
pressure—related to using alcohol and engaging in
sexual intercourse—help children practice using
their strengthened decision-making skills. This session ends with a review of essential learnings from
the entire session.
Grades 5–6 Learning Series | Introduction
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Preteen Children
and HIV/AIDS
Preteens are particularly vulnerable to ignorance
that could cause them to choose to engage in risky
behaviors, in the present or within the next few
years, that could result in HIV infection. By teaching these lessons well, you will save lives. Children 10
and 11 are at a critical time in their lives for learning
how to make responsible choices to be as healthy as
they can be as they move into the social challenges
of adolescence.
Preteen children are experiencing many
changes. They experience physical changes as they
enter puberty. They also experience intellectual,
social, and emotional changes as their world widens and new relationships and interests beyond the
inner circle of home and family emerge.
Children face many pressures today and are
exposed to a wide variety of messages about sex,
drugs, and AIDS. Many of these messages are inappropriate, confusing, or untrue. Some children in
this age group have already begun to experiment
with alcohol or other drugs or have engaged in
sexual behaviors. Others have avoided these risky
behaviors but may be struggling with doubts about
lack of experience, need for peer acceptance, or feelings of social inadequacy. Some feel very isolated in
the effort to make sense of their lives.
By forthrightly addressing the relevant issues of
HIV and AIDS in a context of nurturing self-esteem
with children in this age group, you can help preteen children feel respected, capable of responsible
decision making, and knowledgeable about preventing HIV infection. You can help them learn how to
make choices that will save their lives.
Fifth- and sixth-grade children have a right
to know about their bodies, about safe and unsafe
behaviors, about the life-threatening AIDS epidemic, and about the ways they can participate in
10

protecting themselves from HIV infection. They
need the information in these sessions now, before
they find themselves in dilemmas created by uninformed choices or unsafe experimentation. They
need time to think about this information and to
consider what it means to them in their own lives,
now and in the future soon to come.
This Learning Series provides opportunities
to discuss these important matters—all within
the context of Christian values that reinforce selfesteem and affirm our responsibility to God and
to other people. By presenting accurate and clear
information, by enabling the children to explore
what it means to be loving and responsible toward
themselves and others, and by providing “how to”
practice, you will be directly addressing the needs of
this age group.
Preteen children differ widely in their developmental and maturity levels. Some are experiencing major changes in their bodies and have begun
puberty, while others are waiting, perhaps impatiently, for these big changes. Some are already
involved in “special girlfriend” or “special boyfriend” relationships in which new feelings and
social identities are explored. Others have not developed interest in such relationships. Still others are
increasingly aware of their attraction toward persons of their own gender and have an acute need for
factual information and affirmation.
Almost all children in this age group are concerned with the emerging changes in their bodies. They are interested in, and curious about, their
bodies, their appearance, and their sexuality. The
question “Am I normal?” becomes a major concern—reflecting a genuine need for affirmation of
the uniqueness of their individual selves. They need
reassurance that they are loveable.
Though frustrating at times, these preteen years
are also exciting, bringing children new awareness
about life. Children in this age group really do want
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to grow up safe and healthy. In most instances, this
innate longing will create willingness to learn from
these sessions.
By using accurate language in a matter-offact way—for example, saying “sexual intercourse”
instead of the ambiguous “having sex,” “sleeping
with someone,” or “making babies”— you will give
these children a language for discussing the sexual transmission of HIV. You will also be providing information and distinctions that are crucial in
avoiding HIV infection.
This age group is often self-conscious, embarrassed, and awkward when sensitive issues of sexuality are raised. It is normal for them to giggle,
blush, or make comments that are disruptive during the session. Be sure to establish guidelines and
ground rules for class discussion in the first session and use these throughout the series. Carefully
consider the information in special “Notes to the
Teacher/Leader,” too, before presenting sensitive
content.

Inappropriate Language
You may be concerned about responding effectively
to inappropriate language. Be aware that the children may not know the correct words to use, or may
find the correct terms embarrassingly unfamiliar.
Simply respond by saying something like this:
In this class, we will use the words “sexual intercourse” when we talk about that behavior.
Or something like this:
Some people use that term. The appropriate word is
“masturbation,” and that’s the word we will use.

reflects social prejudice. For example, if a child refers
to “those homos” or says “AIDS came from queers”
or “Junkies deserve to die,” you should simply say
something like the following:
Calling people “queers” is unacceptable at any time.
The correct words are “homosexual” or “gay person.” In this class, we will use the correct words.
A virus causes AIDS. Gay people did not
cause AIDS. Anybody can get the virus that causes
AIDS.
People who are addicted to drugs have an illness and need help. No one deserves to get HIV.
You can also confront the name calling, and correct
the inaccurate information as well, by saying:
Remember, God loves all people, including gay people, and God wants us to be kind and loving toward
all people. AIDS is caused by a virus called HIV. It
is true that many homosexual men have gotten the
virus, but most have not. It is also true that more
heterosexual people than gay men in the world
have gotten HIV. It isn’t who or what a person is but
what a person does or does not do that is important
in preventing HIV.
It may be important to affirm that God’s love
embraces people who are addicted to drugs. Point
out that people who have the illness of addiction
deserve respect as children of God. State clearly
that God cares about all people, including people
addicted to drugs.
In these ways, you can turn uncomfortable situations into teaching moments and model nonprejudicial attitudes for all children in the class.

Also be prepared to respond in a similar way when
confronting derogatory or pejorative language that
Grades 5–6 Learning Series | Introduction
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Children Who Are
Knowledgeable about AIDS
Nearly all 10- and 11-year-olds know something
about AIDS. Many children are living with HIV
and AIDS in neighborhoods, schools, and churches
throughout the country. Some children are living
with an HIV-infected parent or other family member. And there are children who have classmates or
other friends who are living with HIV or AIDS or
who have died from AIDS-related causes.
Just as many families have struggled with the
realities of the AIDS epidemic in isolation and
silence, so, too, many children have lived in environments in which speaking about HIV or AIDS has
been unacceptable. They need both social and spiritual support so they can safely express their feelings
and concerns.
Children in this age group may very well raise
questions concerning social and medical responses to
the epidemic. Be encouraging and hopeful in responding to their concerns. For example, you could say:
Medicines are helping many persons who have
HIV to stay well longer. Progress is also being
made in preventing some of the illnesses that people with AIDS suffer. Scientists and doctors are
working hard to find treatments, vaccines, and a
cure for this disease.
You may find it helpful to learn what HIV/AIDS
services are available in your community. This
information, which is readily attainable from your
local or state health department, will enable you to
provide specific examples of the social support provided to people living with HIV or AIDS.

12

Children and Sexual Violation
It is possible for a child to contract HIV through
sexual violation—sexual intercourse forced by an
adult or teen who is infected with the virus. Sexual
violation (rape) can occur between persons of any
gender. It may be rape by a stranger, an acquaintance, or a family member.
Even with very little knowledge of AIDS, a child
who is the victim of sexual violation may live in
secret terror that she or he will get AIDS. A sexually
violated child often feels that he or she cannot tell a
trusted adult what has happened or is happening.
If you sense a child is particularly uncomfortable with a discussion of bodies, sexuality, or AIDS,
spend some time after the session with that child
to encourage a more private sharing of feelings or
concerns. The child may simply be uncomfortable
with the subject or may be concerned for a loved
one with AIDS. Your reassurance and the support
of your caring response can help.
Noticeable discomfort, exaggerated “acting out,” or leading questions could suggest that a
child has experienced physical or sexual abuse. If
you have sufficient reason to suspect that a child in
the class is the victim of sexual violation (or physical abuse), you should consult with the pastor or
an elected leader of your congregation concerning
professional intervention. State law also may require
that you report your knowledge or suspicion to law
enforcement authorities.
Be sure to read the article “Non-Consensual
Sexual Experience & HIV Education” by Cathy
Kidman, which is included in the Introduction
Learning Series of this Affirming Persons—Saving
Lives curriculum. It’s important to have a basic
understanding of this issue before teaching this
Learning Series.
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Timeframes
Each of the sessions in this Learning Series includes
a projected timeframe—the approximate amount
of time to be allowed for that particular session.
The projected timeframe should not be seen
as rigid. You, your Christian Education committee,
and others involved in presenting this curriculum
are encouraged to make your own judgments about
the amount of time needed for each session. Several
factors, including your teaching environment, class
size, and class dynamic, will affect the amount of
time you need. If your class is large or if you wish
to have more time to emphasize or reinforce essential learning in a particular session, you may wish
to divide that session into two sessions. Another
option is to offer an additional special session to
complete a class activity.
The goal is to ensure that the information and
activities are adequately covered. It will not be helpful or responsible to abandon vital information or
learning activities for the sake of suggested timeframes.

With your experience, familiarity with your
particular setting, and knowledge about the students, you are in the best position to determine
actual timeframes for each session.

A Final Word
Embark upon this teaching/learning journey with a
spirit of hope and expectation. Your conscientious
and faithful efforts in teaching HIV awareness and
prevention to this particular age group are exceedingly important. You will give the children the precious gift of learning how to save their own lives.

Acknowledgment
The “Shake a Hand” activity in Session II of this
Learning Series is adapted from a Life Planning
Education resource published by the Center for
Population Options and is used with permission.
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SESSION I
Learning about AIDS
Time: 60–75 minutes

Overview

Materials
• newsprint, markers, and tape
• paper and pencils

The session begins with prayer. Children are
then introduced to basic facts about AIDS that
will answer the questions: What is AIDS? What is
HIV? How is HIV transmitted? How is HIV not
transmitted? Children learn about HIV and AIDS
through presentations, group activities, and discussions. After biblical reflection, children discuss
a scenario and explore Christian responses to persons living with AIDS. The session ends with the
children writing down questions they may have
about HIV or AIDS.

• large sheets of paper or posterboard

for making “HIV Prevention” posters
as part of the “HIV Prevention Media
Campaign.”
• assorted pens and markers
• old magazines for cutting out pictures
• scissors
• construction paper
• glue or paste
• notecards for teacher preparation
(optional)

Objectives
Preparation
To have each child be able to:
• distinguish facts from myths about HIV

and AIDS.
• identify three major ways HIV is
transmitted.
• name some ways HIV is not transmitted.
• reflect on relevant Christian values.
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Review the lesson carefully well in advance of the class
session, and gather materials needed for the session.
Read “HIV/AIDS Glossary of Terms” and “Basic
Lecture: Learning about AIDS” included in the
Teacher Support Resources of this curriculum. Also
read through Session II, particularly about shared
needles and syringes transmitting HIV. Be prepared
to answer questions about shared needles during
this session as well.
Designate a place to save all the newsprint used
in this session, because it will be used again in the
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next session. The newsprint list of “Ground Rules
and Guidelines for Our Class” will be posted during
each session in this series.
Make notecards, if desired, to use when presenting information throughout this session. You may
want to invite another adult or youth to help in the
classroom, especially if the class is large.

●P
 repare for the “HIV Prevention
Media Campaign”
Talk to the appropriate person at church about posting “HIV Prevention” posters. Arrange for locations
throughout the church where many people will see the
posters. Also see if you can get permission from local
businesses and community places—such as stores,
restaurants, libraries, offices, or youth centers—to display the posters. (Children in Grades 3 and 4 may also
be making “HIV Prevention” posters as a part of the
Learning Series. If they are, do not compete with them
for display space at church. Instead, display your posters throughout the community only.)
If you are going to write articles for the church
newsletter as part of your media campaign, talk to
the newsletter editor or another appropriate person
for permission to submit the articles.
If you are going to produce a video or an audio
message for radio as part of your media campaign,
enlist help from other adults as needed ahead of
time. Talk to the appropriate person at local TV or
radio stations about public service announcements.
Also talk to appropriate persons at church about
scheduling a viewing for the whole congregation
when a video is completed.
Prepare for additional media campaign projects, as needed.

Session Activities
Prayer
Offer a prayer of thanksgiving to begin the session.

Introduction: Discussing
Sensitive Issues
Tell the children:
Today, and for the next few weeks, we will be learning about AIDS, an important health concern that
could affect you now or in the future. AIDS is something that we as Christians need to talk about. As we
learn, we will be discussing some things that might
make you uncomfortable—things like sexuality,
sexual behavior, and drugs. Many people—children, teens, and adults—have a hard time discussing these things.
Why do you think it is difficult for so many
people to talk about sexuality, sexual behavior,
and drugs?
Listen carefully, making a list of their responses on
newsprint. Answers might include:
• It’s embarrassing.
• No one talks about this stuff at home, at

school, or at church.
• Most people don’t know what to say or
what words to use.
• These things are private, and talking
about them in front of others is
uncomfortable.
• Most adults make kids feel like they
shouldn’t even think about things like
sex.

Grades 5–6 Learning Series | Session I
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Ask the children:

• One person talks at a time.
• Each person’s ideas are valuable.

Is there anything else you think should be added to
the list?
Add additional responses to the newsprint. Then
tell the children:
Most of us have not had much experience talking about sex or drugs in our families, schools, or
churches. So it’s not surprising we sometimes feel
embarrassed or uncomfortable talking about these
topics. It is better to experience some embarrassment now and begin the conversations about AIDS
than to become infected with HIV later because we
didn’t know how to protect ourselves.

Activity: Establishing
Ground Rules and Guidelines
The purpose of this activity is to establish ground
rules and guidelines for group discussions and class
activities. Tell the children:
We need some ground rules and guidelines—things
we can use as reminders during our sessions—to
help us all feel comfortable. Can anyone suggest
ways we can behave together that might be helpful
to us?

• Each person deserves to be heard with

respect.
• Putting down other people is not okay.
• Calling people names is unacceptable.
After the list of guidelines is complete, announce
that the list of “Ground Rules and Guidelines for
Our Class” will be posted at each session of this
Learning Series.

Note to the Teacher/Leader
It is very important to acknowledge that
feelings, whatever they are, are all right.
Children need to understand that they
can express their feelings in an environment that is safe and accepting.

Emphasize to the children:
Being human means that we are capable of having
many different feelings. It is all right in this class to
feel embarrassed, to blush or giggle, to feel sad, or
to have any other feelings. God gave us the ability to
have feelings, and feelings are okay.
Tell the children:

At the top of a sheet of newsprint, write “Ground
Rules and Guidelines for Our Class.” List the suggestions underneath that heading. If the children
have no suggestions at first, offer one yourself,
such as, “There are no dumb questions.” Remind
them that asking questions is a good way to learn.
Build the list with the children’s responses. Add
to the list yourself, as needed, perhaps including
these ground rules:

16

This is a good list of rules for our class. They will
help us remember to treat one another with kindness and respect. Sometimes even I don’t know the
answers to questions—and I’m the teacher! We can
work together to find out some of the things we
don’t know or are unsure about.
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Presentation: Learning
about HIV and AIDS
Tell the children:
AIDS is a very serious health problem. We will
talk about what it is, how it is spread—or transmitted—from one person to another, and how it is
not transmitted between people. We will find out
what God expects of us as Christians in responding to people who have AIDS or who have the virus
that causes AIDS.
Strive to learn from the children what they know as
you ask the following questions and present the following information. Use newsprint as indicated.

Note to the Teacher/Leader
The definitions provided are for your
clarity and should not be written out
on the newsprint. Use the children’s
responses, with your input as needed,
to establish a proper definition for each
word. Write these agreed-upon definitions on the newsprint.

Write the letters “A I D S” vertically on the newsprint, spaced so you can add what the letters stand
for and a definition provided by the class.
Ask:

As the children respond, write the words on the
newsprint. Add your own suggestions, as needed.
The following basic information (in italics) and further explanation may help the children establish a
definition for each word.
A =	Acquired You have to do something
to get it.
An action is necessary. Usually this
means doing some kind of risky behavior that makes it possible for a person
to get AIDS.
I =	Immune Protection from infection.
There is a part of our bodies that
protects us from infection, called the
immune system. Everyone has an
immune system.
D =	Deficiency Not enough.
When people have AIDS, their bodies have a hard time fighting infection,
because the immune system does not
work properly. There is not enough
protection from infection to keep a
person healthy.
S =	Syndrome More than one thing going
on at the same time.
When someone has a cold, she or he
may have a cough, sore throat, fever,
or aches. When someone has AIDS,
the same sort of thing happens. This
person may have a number of different health problems and illnesses at the
same time.

Does anyone know what the letters A-I-D-S stand
for?

Grades 5–6 Learning Series | Session I
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Note to the Teacher/Leader
A virus, HIV, causes AIDS. Specific
behaviors do not cause HIV infection
or AIDS, but those behaviors can allow
the virus to spread from one person
to another. For example, sexual intercourse does not cause HIV, but it can
be a means of transmission if one partner is infected. If neither partner has
this virus, sexual intercourse will not
transmit HIV. Only infection with the
virus HIV causes AIDS.
If questions or comments about
homosexuality surface during this session, tell children that you will be talking about sexual orientation in a later
session (Session IV, “Thanking God for
Special Gifts”). If necessary, remind the
children that the use of certain terms
is unacceptable when speaking about
homosexual or gay and lesbian people.
Whenever HIV transmission is discussed, it is important to emphasize
that anyone can get the virus if she
or he participates in unsafe or risky
behavior.

Can anyone name any diseases that are caused by
other viruses?
[chicken pox, flu, cold, measles]
Listen to their responses, and then explain:
Some viruses can be passed easily from one person
to another. They can be spread through the air from
coughs and sneezes, as well as from being picked up
on glasses, cups, dishes, or tableware. That’s how
the virus that causes a cold is spread.
The virus that causes AIDS can not be spread
through the air from coughs or sneezes or by
touching glasses, cups, dishes, tableware, and
other things we use in everyday life.
Then ask:
Does anyone know the name of the virus that causes
AIDS?
As the children respond, write the letters “H I V”
vertically on another sheet of newsprint, spaced
so you can add what the letters stand for and
a simple definition. Write the words “Human,”
“Immunodeficiency,” and “Virus” next to the letters
on the newsprint, defining for the class the “V” first,
the “H” second, and the “I” last.

● What Causes AIDS?
Ask the children:
Does anyone know what causes AIDS?
Affirm appropriate responses. Be sure the children
know that a virus causes AIDS. Tell the children:
A virus is a special kind of germ.
Then ask:
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H =	Human Human beings (people) can get
this virus.
I =	Immunodeficiency The words
“immune” and “deficiency” put
together. Look back at the AIDS definition. Remember that this virus results
in a person having an immune system
that does not provide enough protection from infection.
V =	Virus A special kind of germ that causes
illness.
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Tell the children:
If someone acquires—gets—HIV, his or her
immune system can become weakened or damaged. Remember that the immune system protects
us from infection.
When HIV gets into the body, the virus starts
to destroy the special cells in the blood that fight
infection and keep a person healthy. What will
happen then?
[The person may get sick.]
The person may get sick—with several infections
at the same time. Remember the word “syndrome” in
the AIDS definition? What does “syndrome” mean?
[More than one thing happening at the same
time.]
Eventually, if the person’s immune system gets
very seriously damaged from HIV, we say that the
person has AIDS.

Write “2. Infected Blood” on the newsprint. Then
say:
The second way HIV is transmitted is by infected
blood. The virus lives in blood, and blood is a body
fluid that can transmit the virus.
If the blood of someone who has HIV gets into
the bloodstream of someone who does not have
HIV, the uninfected person could become HIVinfected.
Before there was a way to check blood for
HIV infection, some people got HIV because they
received a blood transfusion with HIV-infected
blood. Now there is a way to test for HIV in the
blood, so receiving a blood transfusion is much
safer today.
The most common way the virus gets passed
from one person to another through blood is
when someone uses a shared needle or syringe to
inject herself or himself with drugs.

● How Is HIV Transmitted?
Ask the children:
Does anyone know how HIV can be spread?
Allow time for the group to respond. The children
probably will have heard something about this. On
the newsprint, write the words “Three Ways HIV Is
Spread.” Then say:
There are three major ways HIV can be passed
or “transmitted”—spread—from one person to
another.
Write “1. By Birth” on the newsprint. Then say:
One way HIV is transmitted is by birth—from
mother to infant. If a woman has the HIV infection,
she could pass it on to her developing infant before
birth or while she is giving birth to the baby.

Emphasize you are not talking about needles used
by doctors, nurses, or dentists, or by persons under
a doctor’s care. Instead, you are talking about needles shared by people who use injectable drugs.
Session II clarifies and expands on this point. Use
that information now, if the children have specific
questions. Then say:
Needles used for ear piercing and tattoos can also
transmit HIV if they have not been sterilized. We
will talk more about the dangers of shared needles
in the next session.
Then write “3. Sexual Intercourse” on the newsprint.
Continue by saying:
The third way HIV is transmitted is by sexual
intercourse.” Usually when people talk about
“having sex” or “making love,” they mean “sexual
Grades 5–6 Learning Series | Session I
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intercourse.” That’s the proper term for “having sex” with another person. Engaging in sexual
intercourse is most meaningful when two people
love each other and have made a commitment
to each other, as in marriage. That is why sexual
intercourse is often referred to as “making love.”
If someone has sexual intercourse with
another person and one of the persons is infected
with HIV, the virus can pass from one person to
the other.
Briefly review by asking the children:
Who can name the three ways that HIV is transmitted?
[by birth (from mother to infant), by blood,
and by sexual intercourse]

Point out that:
Coughs, sneezes, and saliva (spit) do not pass
this virus. HIV is not transmitted like cold or flu
viruses.
Food and water—including water in drinking
fountains or swimming pools—do not transmit
this virus.
HIV can not live in the air. It dies very quickly
in the air. We cannot get HIV from breathing the
same air as someone who has it.
Using a toilet or borrowing a pencil will not
give anyone HIV.
HIV does not live on things in the environment, like telephones or doorknobs.
Mosquitoes and other insects do not transmit
HIV.
Emphasize:

● Ways HIV Cannot Be Transmitted
Tell the children:
Now let’s name some of the ways HIV cannot be
transmitted from one person to another:
• having everyday kind of contact

between people
• playing games
• shaking hands with someone who has
HIV or AIDS
• talking to someone who has HIV
• sitting together in a room, at lunch, in
church, at school, or on the bus
• hugging or kissing someone with HIV
or AIDS
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HIV is a blood-borne virus, which means it is carried by blood. HIV is also a sexually transmitted
virus, which means it is spread through sexual
intercourse. We can be with people who have HIV
or who are living with AIDS, and we do not have to
worry about getting it from them. People can live
safely in the same house and family with someone
who is living with HIV or AIDS. We do not have to
be afraid of people with HIV or AIDS.
HIV is hard to get. It is only transmitted
through infected blood or through having sexual intercourse with someone who has the virus.
If you are not infected now, you never have to be.
You can learn to protect yourself.
Be sure to save the newsprint from this session. It
will be used again in future sessions.
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Biblical Reflection with Scenario
Tell the children:
Infection by HIV causes AIDS, which is a terrible
disease. No one deserves to get HIV or AIDS. AIDS
is not a punishment from God. God loves us when
we are sick just as much as God loves us when we
are well. Jesus taught us that God wants us to be
kind and loving toward persons who are sick, even
if we have just met them.
Read aloud the words of Jesus as found in the book
of Matthew:
“I was a stranger, and you welcomed me,
. . . I was sick, and you took care of me. . . .
Truly, I say to you, just as you did it to one
of the least of these who are members of
my family, you did it to me.”
—Matthew 25:35–40 (adapted)
Explain:
God loves all people. Jesus taught us to be kind and
loving toward all people, especially those who are
sick. As Christians, this is one of the most important ways we can show our love for Christ—by
showing that we care about other people.
I want to tell you a story about a person living
with AIDS. It’s not a true story, but pretend that it is.
Pretend this is really happening in your own life.
Share the following scenario. You may wish to use a
different last name if a “Ms. Jackson” teaches at the
local school or goes to your church. Tell the children:

coming to church for several months, and she has
been out sick a lot at school. Last week, when Ms.
Jackson came to school after being out sick for several weeks, she looked like a different person. She
was very thin and seemed very tired. She said that
she has AIDS but that now she feels strong enough
to continue teaching. Ms. Jackson loves to teach.
She said she had really missed her students.
Some of the students are scared of Ms. Jackson.
They think they will get AIDS from her. Some parents are upset and want her to stop teaching. On
Friday, Ms. Jackson told you she hopes to come
back to church this Sunday morning.
Lead the children in a discussion of these
questions:
• Would you be scared? Why or why not?
• What could you say to other kids to calm

their fears?
• What are some unkind ways you could
treat Ms. Jackson?
• What are some kind and loving ways you
could show Ms. Jackson that you care
about her?
Use the discussion to reinforce the basic HIV/AIDS
information and Christian values learned in the session. Remind the children:
No illness, including AIDS, is a punishment from
God.
God loves us and wants us to be as healthy as
we can be.
Jesus taught us to be kind and loving toward
all people—especially those who are sick.

Ms. Jackson is a very popular teacher at your school
and a member of our church. She hasn’t been
Grades 5–6 Learning Series | Session I
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Closure

Activity: Planning an “HIV
Prevention Media Campaign”

Tell the children:
Next session, we will be learning more about HIV and
ways that we can protect ourselves from getting it.
Pass out the paper and pencils. Ask the children
to think of questions they may have about HIV or
AIDS and write them on the paper. Then say:
Do not put your name on the paper. And remember, there are no stupid questions! All questions
are important. Now, write down the questions you
really would like to have answers for.
Let the children know that their questions will be
answered in future lessons. If some children seem
hesitant or say that they don’t have any questions,
invite them to write down some thoughts or feelings they have about AIDS. After everyone is finished, collect the papers and pencils.

● Prayer
Pray together:
Dear God, thank you for our bodies and the precious gift of life. Thank you for loving all people,
including us. Help us to remember that you do not
punish people with illness. You love us when we are
well and when we are sick. Be with all the people
who are living with HIV or AIDS. Hug them with
your love. And help each of us to be as kind and
loving toward them, in our thoughts, and in our
actions, as you are. In Jesus’ holy name. Amen.
Ask the children to look for articles concerning
AIDS in newspapers and magazines at home. Ask
them to bring them to the next class to share.
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Discuss with children the idea of doing an “HIV
Prevention Media Campaign” to help educate others about HIV and AIDS. Start with the idea of “HIV
Prevention” posters, which the children can begin
making on large sheets of paper or posterboard.
Invite them to create the posters with drawings,
magazine pictures, and creative ideas. Tell the children that the posters will be displayed at locations
throughout the church. If the children in Grades 3
and 4 are also making HIV Prevention posters for
the church, the posters made by this group could be
distributed throughout the community as a way to
educate others.
Brainstorm other media campaign ideas with
the children. You might suggest several interesting,
informative, and fun activities, as needed. Tell the
children that they will begin these projects starting
with the next session.
The campaign could include:
AIDS Awareness and Prevention Video
or Audio Message
With a video camera (and possibly
with some adult expertise), the children
may produce some brief public service
announcements on video. They might
also create and record brief skits about
HIV and AIDS. Enlist the help of two
or three parents or other adults in the
church to work with the children on
this project. Invite the whole congregation to view the AIDS Awareness and
Prevention Video when it is completed.
You might also consider recording an
audio message for radio, possibly for
use as a public service announcement.
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Newspaper-Style Articles
Have the children write brief newspaperstyle articles for the church newsletter.
By doing a little research, the children
may produce short, factual articles that
contain helpful information to educate
others. For example: “As of July, [year],
[number] persons have been diagnosed
with AIDS in our state. This number
does not include people who have been
infected with HIV. Health Department
officials estimate [number] people in
our state are living with HIV infection.
Call the HIV hotline 1-800-[number of
state or national hotline] to get answers
to your questions about HIV and
AIDS.”

Comic Books or Coloring Books
Ask the children to create comic-strip
characters engaged in a dialogue about
AIDS. Put these together in a comic
book, copy the books, and share them
with others. Another idea is for children
to create a coloring book that tells a
story about HIV prevention.
Children may want to work in small groups, with a
partner or alone. You may wish to have several different projects going on at the same time. Or all children may work on the same activity and then when
that is completed begin work on the next project.
Be aware that some choices for campaign activities may result in additional work time outside of
the basic six sessions in this Learning Series.

Note to the Teacher/Leader
Before the next session, read through
the anonymous questions you have collected from the children. Decide when
and where to include the questions and
the answers in this Learning Series. Think
about sharing the answers in different
ways: asking a group of children to work
on a question and determine an answer
together, asking one or two children to
research the answer to a technical or scientific question, or bringing in guests to
answer questions about what it is like to
live with HIV or AIDS.
Take care to ensure that children
who submitted questions are not identifiable. Rewrite the questions on a separate
sheet of paper and destroy the original

slips of paper on which they were written.
When looking for answers to the
questions, materials included in the
Teacher Support Resources of this curriculum may be used. Other sources of
reliable HIV/AIDS information include your
local and state health departments, the
National AIDS Hotline (1-800-342-AIDS),
and any chapter of the American Red
Cross.
If any children wrote thoughts or
feelings instead of questions, plan an
appropriate time to acknowledge those
thoughts and affirm the feelings. For
example, if a child expresses fear, offer a
comment like the following to the whole
group:

Grades 5–6 Learning Series | Session I
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Some people are afraid of AIDS. It
is a scary disease. The good thing
is we can all learn how to stay safe
and prevent becoming infected with
the virus. We don’t need to be afraid
of people with HIV or AIDS.

AIDS may have anxiety related to death
and dying. Encourage the child to share
his or her feelings and concerns with you
privately. Be respectful, and reassure the
child that you may be trusted to hold in
confidence whatever is shared.

Be aware that children who have a loved
one or a friend who is living with HIV or
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SESSION II
Understanding HIV Prevention
Time: 60–75 minutes

Overview
The session begins with prayer. After a brief review
of the basic facts about HIV and AIDS, children
learn about HIV-protection measures in ageappropriate terms. They learn the best ways to avoid
HIV infection that could result from contact with
blood, from needles and syringes, and from sexual
intercourse. Abstinence regarding sexual intercourse
and drug use is stressed. A “Shake a Hand” activity emphasizes the new information about transmission and prevention. The session closes with a
prayer litany and, if time allows, further work on
HIV prevention posters.

Objectives
To have each child be able to:
• state the basic facts about HIV and its

transmission.
• name the two most important ways to
prevent HIV infection.
• identify a risk-reduction measure for
protection against HIV.
• affirm abstinence as a healthy, lifepromoting choice for young people.

Materials
• the newsprint printed with the “Ground

Rules and Guidelines for Our Class” and
other newsprint from Session I
• newspaper, magazine, or Internet articles
about AIDS
• newsprint, markers, and tape
• one unlubricated condom
• enough 3 × 5" index cards for everyone
in the class, plus extra for new children
or visitors
• enough copies of the handout “Prayer
Litany” (Handout 5/6-1) for each child,
plus extra for new children or visitors
• materials for making “HIV Prevention”
posters from the last session
• video camera, paper, pencils or markers,
and any other materials needed for additional projects for the “HIV Prevention
Media Campaign”
• notecards for teacher preparation
(optional)

Preparation
Review the lesson carefully well in advance of the class
session, and gather materials needed for the session.
Practice opening an unlubricated condom
and unrolling it on two fingers, so that you will be
Grades 5–6 Learning Series | Session II
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prepared for this demonstration in the Sexual Risk
Reduction section of this session.
Post the newsprint with the “Ground Rules and
Guidelines for Our Class” from Session I. If desired,
invite another adult or youth to help in the classroom, especially if the class is large. Make notecards,
if desired, to use when presenting information
throughout this session.

●P
 repare for the “Shake a Hand” exercise
Familiarize yourself with the “Shake a Hand” exercise. Then gather enough 3 × 5" cards so that everyone in your class will have one. Mark a few cards in
the following way:
• Mark one card (two, if the class is large)

with a small “x.”
• Mark one card (two, if your class is large)
with a small “c.”
• On two of the cards (three if your class is
large) write these instructions:
Stand up along with everyone else. But refuse to
shake hands with anyone. Do not sign anyone’s
card, and do not let anyone sign your card.

Also review with the children these basic facts
about HIV and AIDS. Re-post the newsprint defining HIV and AIDS from Session I to help with a
quick review.
Remind the children:
AIDS stands for Acquired Immune Deficiency
Syndrome.
AIDS is caused by a virus called Human
Immunodeficiency Virus, or HIV.
HIV infection weakens or damages the human
immune system, causing illness.
HIV infection may progress to the condition
we call AIDS.

Presentation: Learning about
Transmission and Protection
Using the newsprint from the previous lesson,
briefly review the three major ways HIV is transmitted. Say:
HIV is spread through:
1. birth
2. blood
3. sexual intercourse

Session Activities
Then tell the children:

Prayer
Offer a prayer of thanksgiving to begin the session.

Review
Point to the posted newsprint with the “Ground
Rules and Guidelines for Our Class” and quickly
review with the children the ground rules and
guidelines that they helped establish in Session I.
Keep the newsprint posted so the children can see it
throughout this session.
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You know that HIV can be transmitted through
sexual intercourse or contact with infected blood.
You also need to know that anybody can get HIV if
the virus gets into her or his body or bloodstream.
It isn’t who you are but what you do or don’t do
that is important.
You may think that only certain kinds of people, or only certain groups of people, get HIV.
That’s not true. Anybody exposed to the virus can
get HIV. No one deserves to get it.
You can’t look at a person and know if she or he
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is infected with HIV. Only a special blood test can
determine the presence of HIV in a person’s body.
Since you can’t tell by looking if a person has
HIV, you have to avoid the risky behaviors that
spread HIV. HIV is preventable, and you can protect yourselves from it. People do die from AIDS,
so knowing how to protect yourself could save
your life.

●P
 revention Information Related to Blood
Tell the children:
Blood is a body fluid that can transmit a number
of diseases if there are certain germs or viruses in
the blood. One way that we can protect ourselves
from HIV and other diseases is to be careful around
blood.
We all need to be careful around everyone
else’s blood and not get another person’s blood
in our bodies. Have you ever heard of a “blood
brother” or a “blood sister”? Sometimes kids try
to prove their friendship by cutting their fingers
and touching each other’s bleeding wound, mixing
their blood. This is very dangerous because blood
often contains germs and sometimes is infected
with HIV.
HIV will not go through healthy skin, but it
can get into a cut and then through the cut into the
bloodstream. One way we can prevent HIV infection is by covering our cuts in order to keep out
germs and keep our blood from getting on clothing or on other people.
If you get blood on your skin, you should wash
it off with soap and water. Soap and water can
kill HIV if HIV-infected blood is on the skin. If a
friend gets hurt and is bleeding, don’t touch the
blood. How could you be helpful if you shouldn’t
touch the blood?

[get an adult to help; get a cloth or towels and let the
person with the injury hold it on the cut or scrape]

Note to the Teacher/Leader
Some children may worry that
their own blood may be harmful to
themselves. Let the children know
that each person’s body is used to
the germs in his or her own blood
already. Remind the children to take
care if they are bleeding (bandaging
wounds, washing, etc.) so that we
do not expose someone else to the
germs in their blood.
If a particular question arises, it
may be necessary to point out that
emergency workers, like ambulance workers, use latex gloves
to protect themselves from HIV.
Healthcare workers in doctors’ and
dentists’ offices and clinics also use
latex gloves as a precaution against
the spread of HIV and other germs.

●P
 revention Information Related to
Needle Use
Draw a needle and syringe on the newsprint. Then
ask the children:
Who knows what this is?
Listen to the responses. Then say:
It is a needle and syringe.
Sometimes doctors or nurses use a needle and
syringe to give you an injection—a shot—but they
never use the same one twice.
Whenever a needle and syringe are used,
Grades 5–6 Learning Series | Session II
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blood gets into the needle and syringe. That’s why
doctors and nurses carefully throw each one away
and use a new one every time.
Some children and adults who are under a
doctor’s care need to use a needle and syringe to
give themselves medicine. You may know someone with diabetes or allergies who has to do this.
People who have to give themselves shots always
use a clean needle and syringe. They know how to
carefully throw the used ones away.
Some people use drugs that are not prescribed by a doctor. They may use street drugs
like crack cocaine or heroin, or they may use
“athletic” drugs like steroids. Using drugs that
are not prescribed by a doctor is illegal and dangerous. Often people who use such drugs use
unclean needles and syringes to inject the drugs
into their bodies. If someone who has HIV injects
drugs and then shares the needle or syringe with
another person, HIV can get into the second person’s body. Why?
[Whenever a needle and syringe areused, blood
gets into the needle and syringe. That blood can go
into the second person’s body when the needle and
syringe are shared or reused.]
If you ever find a needle or syringe that has
been thrown away, do not touch it. Tell an adult.
What do you think about people who use illegal drugs?
Listen to the responses. Then say:
Illegal drugs really can damage your body. They are
very dangerous. They can kill you.
Drugs—including alcohol—affect the way a
person thinks and acts. When a person is high on
drugs, including alcohol, thinking clearly is not possible. And thinking clearly is a must if you are going
to protect yourself from getting infected by HIV. You
must be able to think clearly so that you can avoid
28

any behaviors that might put you at risk for HIV.
Not using drugs, including alcohol, is an
important way to protect yourself from HIV.
Can anybody think of another way that you
could get HIV from using a needle?
Listen to the responses, then say:
Needles are also used to pierce ears and to draw tattoos. These are different types of needles than needles used to inject drugs—but they can get blood
on them just as easily. People who go to a special
store to get an ear pierced, or to get a tattoo, don’t
have to worry. People who pierce ears or draw tattoos professionally clean their needles carefully or
only use them once.
It is important to remember that sharing needles of any kind is a risky behavior. Don’t do it.

●P
 revention Information Related to Sexual
Intercourse
Tell the children:
Another important way to protect yourself against
HIV is not to have sexual intercourse. Sexual intercourse is not something children should do.“Having
sex” with another person is a serious responsibility that children do not understand and are not old
enough to accept.
A baby may be conceived through sexual
intercourse between a male and a female. Having
a baby is a serious responsibility that children are
not old enough to handle.
A number of diseases can be passed from one
person to another through sexual intercourse.
HIV infection is one of those sexually transmitted
diseases.
Despite what you may think, or what others
have told you, it is possible for people to choose
not to have sex. And staying healthy is one very
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good reason to choose not to have sexual intercourse. People can and do choose not to have sex.
When a person chooses not to do something, we
say that person is choosing “abstinence.”
Open the unlubricated condom and unroll it on
two fingers. Showing the children the condom will
help them understand how it works.
A condom is a specially designed piece of latex, or
thin rubber. It is worn on the man’s erect penis during sexual intercourse. Using a condom can help
prevent the transmission of HIV and other infections between partners. The condom creates a barrier that helps prevent sexual fluids that might
contain HIV from being shared.

learn is how to use a latex condom properly. When
used properly, latex condoms help protect against
HIV, even though they are not 100 percent safe.
When you are older, whether you are a girl or a boy,
you will have the responsibility of learning how to
use a latex condom properly. When you reach an age
at which you choose to have sexual intercourse with
another person, you will have the responsibility of
protecting yourself and your partner from HIV and
other sexually transmitted diseases.
Anyone can get HIV. It is not who you are, but
what you do or don’t do that is important when
protecting yourself from HIV. Anyone who participates in risky behavior could get HIV if he or she
is exposed to the virus.
Answer children’s questions about responsibly
using condoms. Then review what children have
just learned.

Emphasize:
Condoms are not 100 percent safe. A new one must
be used properly every time a person has sexual
intercourse. One of the things older people must

What did we learn about HIV and drugs and needles and syringes?

Note to the Teacher/Leader
If a question is raised about sexual fluids at this point in the session, share the following information. Otherwise, do not share this information at this time.
After a certain age, male and female bodies produce special sexual fluids. A man’s sexual fluid is called “semen.” Semen contains sperm that
fertilizes a women’s egg. When a man is sexually stimulated, semen will
come out of his penis. A man who has HIV will have HIV in his semen. A
latex condom, worn on the erect penis, catches the man’s semen so it
does not get into his partner’s body.
A woman’s sexual fluid is called “vaginal secretion.” A woman who has
HIV will have HIV in her vaginal secretion. A latex condom, worn on her
partner’s penis, provides a barrier against the vaginal secretion so HIV
does not get into her partner’s body.
That’s how a latex condom helps protect against HIV.
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[Do not use drugs. Never share needles of any
kind.]
What did we learn about HIV and sexual
intercourse?
Listen to the children’s responses. Make sure they
mention the following points.
• Sexual intercourse is an adult activity. It

is not something children should do.
• People can and do choose not to have
sex. Choosing not to have sex is called
sexual abstinence.
• The only 100 percent safe way to prevent
HIV transmission is sexual abstinence.
• For adults who engage in sexual intercourse, a properly placed latex condom
can provide some protection from HIV.
However, latex condoms are not 100
percent safe.
Then say:
Let’s name four important ways we’ve learned to
protect ourselves from HIV.
1. Be careful around blood. Do not touch
anyone else’s blood.
2. Do not share needles of any kind.
3. Do not use drugs. Abstain from using any
drug, including alcohol.
4. Do not have sexual intercourse. Practice
sexual abstinence.

Activity: Doing the
“Shake a Hand” Exercise
This activity will help the children understand how
quickly HIV can be spread and how they can help
prevent the spread of the virus that causes AIDS.
Through this exercise, children experience the
30

effects of peer pressure and learn how to resist peer
pressure. Use the index cards you prepared ahead of
time, and follow these instructions carefully:
1. Distribute one index card to each person. Make certain that the card with
the “x,” the two cards with the special
instructions, and the card with the “c”
are distributed.
2. Say:
If you have special instructions on your
card, keep them secret for the next few
minutes, but follow whatever instructions you have on your card.
3. Then say:
This is how we are going to begin.
Please stand and shake hands with
three or more people. Ask each of those
people to sign your card.
Allow 4–5 minutes for hand shaking.
4. When all the children (except those with
special instructions) have collected at
least three signatures, have everyone sit
down.
5. Ask the person with the “x” card to
stand up.
6. Ask everyone who shook hands with
that person to stand up.
7. Then ask everyone who shook hands
with anyone who is standing to stand
up, too.
8. If anyone is still sitting, ask if anyone
sitting shook hands with anyone who is
standing. If they did, ask them to stand.
Everyone should be standing except the
two persons with special instructions.
9. Ask the children to look to see how
many people are standing.
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10. Tell the children:
I gave [name of person] a card with
an “x” on it. Pretend that [name of
person] with the “x” card was infected
with HIV. Now pretend that instead
of shaking hands, he/she had unprotected sexual intercourse—intercourse without a latex condom—or
shared needles and syringes with the
people whose hands he/she shook.
11. Remind the children:
This is “pretend.” We know that HIV
is not spread by shaking hands, and
[name], the person with the “x” card,
does not really have HIV.
12. Tell the children:
I gave [names of persons] cards with
special instructions. Pretend that
[names], who are still sitting down,
choose not to have sexual intercourse
and choose not to use drugs. In other
words, they choose not to do risky
behaviors. For that reason, they were
at no risk for HIV.
13. Tell the children:
I gave [name] a card with a “c” on it.
Pretend that [name] did not use drugs
and waited until she/he was older and
had learned how to properly use a
condom for sexual intercourse. She/
he was much safer from HIV and did
not get infected.
Have the person with the “c” card sit
down.

14. Ask the children to look at how many
people are still standing. Then say:
If all those people really had shared
needles or had unprotected sexual
intercourse with someone infected
with HIV, they all might have gotten
the virus.

Discussion: Learning
from the Exercise
Thank the person with the “x” card for making it
possible to do this exercise so everyone could learn
how quickly HIV can spread.
Have the person with the “c” card share how
she/he felt when finding out she/he had not used
drugs and had used a latex condom properly to help
protect against HIV infection.
Have the persons who had special instructions
about not participating respond to these questions:
•H
 ow did you feel when the activity began

and you realized the instruction on your
card told you not to participate?
•H
 ow did you feel when you learned you were
totally safe from HIV?
Listen to the responses. Then tell the children:
In the “Shake a Hand” exercise, some of you were
told not to participate. In life we must choose for
ourselves whether or not to participate in a lot of
activities.
We have learned that choosing not to participate is called abstinence. We can choose to abstain
from risky behaviors.
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As you grow older, you will have to choose
whether or not to participate in activities that
might put you at risk for getting infected with
HIV. Abstinence—choosing not to put yourself at
risk—is always your first option. Abstinence from
sexual intercourse and drug use is your best protection against HIV infection.
Saying “no” can help keep you safe. Is saying
“no” always easy?
Listen to the responses. Tell the children:
In our next session, we will learn some ways to help
us say “no” to risky behaviors.

Closure
Tell the children:
Our bodies and our lives are a wonderful gift from
God. God loves us and wants us to care for ourselves.
Taking good care of our bodies so we can enjoy the
gift of life God has given us is a way to give thanks to
God. Choosing to abstain from sexual intercourse
and drug use are two very important ways we can
keep ourselves safe and healthy.

●P
 rayer Litany
Hand out the “Prayer Litany” (Handout 5/6-1).
Read the “Prayer Litany” together. Invite the children to take this handout home with them at the
end of the session.

● “ HIV Prevention Media Campaign”
If time remains, invite the children to work on
the “HIV Prevention” posters and other “HIV
Prevention Media Campaign” projects.
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SESSION III
Exploring When It’s Hard to Say “No”
Time: 60–75 minutes

choose and be able to say both “yes” and
“no.”

Overview
Materials
The session begins with prayer. The teacher then
talks about why saying “no” is sometimes the hardest thing to do, and children share their reasons why
it’s so hard to say “no” to the pressures to use drugs,
including alcohol. Using a handout, the children
work in small groups to create responses to pressuring remarks. After discussing these in the large
group, the children practice new refusal skills in a
role-play. The session closes with prayer and HIV
prevention activities.

Objectives
To have each child be able to:
• name some reasons why it is hard to say

“no” to using drugs or engaging in sexual
intercourse.
• identify using drugs (including alcohol) as risky behavior that can result in
unhealthy and unsafe choices.
• tell one or more ways to effectively say
“no” to unsafe or risky behavior.
• experience persistence in saying “no” and
feel good about herself or himself.
• affirm her or his God-given right to

• the newsprint printed with the “Ground

Rules and Guidelines for Our Class”
from Session I
• newsprint, markers, and tape
• pencils
• enough copies of the handout “Saying
‘No’” (Handout 5/6-2) for each child,
plus extra for new children or visitors
• materials for making “HIV Prevention”
posters
• materials for projects for the “HIV
Prevention Media Campaign” from the
last session
• notecards for teacher preparation
(optional)

Preparation
Review the lesson carefully well in advance of the
class session, and gather materials needed for the
session.
Post the newsprint with the “Ground Rules and
Guidelines for Our Class” from Session I. If desired,
invite another adult or youth to help in the classroom, especially if the class is large. Make notecards,
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if desired, to use when presenting information
throughout this session.

Session Activities
Prayer
Offer a prayer of thanksgiving to begin the session.

But we know that sometimes it is really hard to say
“no” even when you are sure that saying “no” is the
safe and healthy thing to do.
In today’s session, we are going to explore why
it is so hard to say “no” and learn some things to
make saying “no” easier.

Discussion: Identifying Pressures
Children Face

Introduction
Tell the children:
Ask the children:
Do you remember the “Shake a Hand” exercise you
did in the last session, when you learned how easy
it is for HIV to spread from one person to another?
When a virus is as dangerous as HIV, it’s very
important to know how to protect yourself. Who
can name the two most important ways to protect
yourself from HIV disease?
[Say “no” to drug use, and say “no” to sexual intercourse.]
Do you remember in the “Shake a Hand” exercise
who did not participate and wouldn’t shake hands
or sign cards? Was it easy not to participate? Have
there been times in your life that you felt “put
down” or ignored because you didn’t want to participate in some activity?

You hear a lot of warnings about drugs these days.
On television and radio, at church and school, and
at home, many adults are saying “just say no” to
drugs.
Then ask:
Why is it so hard to say “no” to drugs?
Listen carefully, making a list of responses on newsprint. Some common responses that might surface
are:
• Drugs are everywhere.
• Curiosity.
• Doing drugs is “what’s happening.”
• Got to escape from pain or boredom.
• Friends expect you to do drugs.
• It’s expected if you’re going to be

Listen to the children’s responses. Then say:
The “Shake a Hand” exercise was just a game. In real
life—in our lives—sometimes saying “no” is one of
the hardest things we ever have to do. This is true
not just for kids. Many adults have a hard time saying “no,” too.
Some people think that telling you to “just say
no” is enough to cause you to avoid risky behaviors.
34

popular.
• Drugs make you feel good.
Then say:
We know drugs are dangerous and can be deadly.
Drugs affect a person’s body and mind. They affect the
choices a person is able to make. When a person is not
thinking clearly, it is hard to make a healthy choice.
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Do you think someone on drugs can make a
healthy choice that will protect her or him from
HIV?
Listen to the responses. Then say:
A lot of people have gotten HIV because they were
either injecting drugs or they were high on drugs
and couldn’t think clearly enough about their
behavior. We know that to avoid HIV we have to
avoid risky behavior. A drug high lasts only a short
time, but HIV infection lasts for the rest of your life.
Ask the children:

to make an unsafe choice that results in getting
or spreading HIV. Many people have gotten HIV
because they became drunk and had unprotected
sexual intercourse—and the drunk person’s partner had HIV and either didn’t know it or never mentioned it. If that person had been able to think clearly,
he or she might have said “no” to sex or remembered
to use a latex condom to reduce the risk.
HIV is a very good reason to say “no” to all
drugs, including alcohol. There is no cure for HIV
infection. People die from AIDS. Choosing not to
use drugs, including alcohol, is a very important
way to protect yourself from becoming infected
by HIV.

What about alcohol? Do you know that alcohol is
a drug? It is, but most people don’t think of alcohol as a drug. Many people believe the lie that alcohol use is not harmful. They ignore how lousy they
feel whenever they drink a lot. They close their eyes
to the deaths caused by drunk drivers. And alcohol definitely affects a person’s ability to choose.
Avoiding risky behavior is very difficult when you
are drunk.
Why do you think kids have such a hard time
saying “no” to alcohol?

Discussion: Identifying Pressures
from within Ourselves

List the responses on newsprint. Many reasons on
this list will be the same, or similar, to the first list.
Then say:

Is there anyone who wants to share an example of a
time when you felt torn between a “yes” and a “no”
about doing something that could be risky?

Alcohol is a drug that can be dangerous. It can kill
you. It affects a person’s body and mind. As soon as
a person takes one drink—even just one beer—his
or her ability to think clearly begins to be affected.
Persons drinking alcohol often make unsafe and
unhealthy choices. They endanger their lives and
the lives of others.
We know that drinking alcohol does not transmit HIV. But drinking alcohol can cause a person

Listen to the sharing, and then acknowledge that:

Tell the children:
There are certainly many pressures on you to participate in risky behavior. Sometimes a part of you
may want to say “no” and a part of you may want to
say “yes.” Has that ever happened to you?
Allow time for children to respond. Then ask:

Wanting to say “yes” and “no” at the same time about
some things is a normal way to feel. All people feel
this way at times. Even when we know that something is risky or unsafe, sometimes it is really hard
to make the choice that is best for us and say “no.”
Sometimes you are sure you want to say “no”
but aren’t sure just how to do it. Sometimes it is
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very hard, especially when we have to say “no” to
someone we care about.

Activity: Practicing Arguments
and Responses

Skills Building:
Learning Refusal Skills

Have the class form small groups of three. Then tell
the children:

Tell the children:

Pretend that someone you know is trying to get
you to use drugs. This person is trying to persuade
you by using the arguments listed on the left side of
the handout. In your group, work together to write
a word or sentence you could use to say “no” that
would be effective and could work.

God gave each of us the freedom to say “yes” and to
say “no.” This freedom to choose is a good gift from
God. Sometimes saying “no” is a way to say “yes” to
life. It is our God-given right to say “no” to behavior
that could be unsafe or unhealthy for us.
This handout may help you learn to say “no”
more easily.
Give each child a pencil and a copy of the handout
“Saying ‘No’” (Handout 5/6–2). Ask the children to
write their names on their handouts. Then begin
reviewing the handout by saying:

Allow ample time for the group work. Then say:
Now, pretend that someone you know is trying to
get you to participate in sexual intercourse or sexual
touching and you don’t want to do it. This person
is using the same arguments and making you very
uncomfortable. Work together to write a phrase or
words you could use to say “no.”

You might say to me, “Saying ‘no’ isn’t easy.”
Have a member of the class read aloud the first
paragraph on the handout. Then say:
You might say, “If I decide to say ‘no,’ what should
I do?”
Have another class member read the next paragraph
on the handout. Then tell the children:
Learning the skill of saying “no” takes practice. Let’s
look at some arguments you might hear, and then
we’ll think about how you might respond.
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Review the responses the groups have created and
discuss them together. Where necessary, help the
children identify an effective response.
Remind the children that it is always an option
to just say “no” and walk away. Remind them that
it is much safer to say “no” and walk away than to
say “yes” and put themselves at risk. This is especially true when the behavior is one that can directly
transmit HIV (such as using needles or having sexual intercourse).
Review the final section of the handout, beginning with “But what if I say ‘no’ and everyone hates
me from then on?” Invite children to underline the
phrase “standing up for yourself will help you feel
good about yourself.”
Tell the class they can take the handout home
with them to remind them of some ways to say “no”
whenever someone is pressuring them. Tell them
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that even though it’s not easy, they can choose to say
“no” to something they don’t want to do or something they know is not right for them.

Activity: Creating Role-Plays
Write these questions on newsprint, and read them
aloud for the class:
• Where is the action taking place? What is

the setting?
• Who is doing the pressuring? Is it a close
friend? A stranger? A relative? Someone
else?
Have each child find a partner. Then tell them:
We are going to practice saying “no” in difficult situations by creating some pretend scenes—called
role-plays. Each role-play will be brief and will
involve one person pressuring another person to
do something.
Use the questions on the newsprint to help
you create the scene for your role-play.
There is no script. You only get to know what
role you are to play. Before the role-play begins,
think about some things your role-play “character” might say. When the action begins, you get to
make up your script as you go along.
Have each pair of children plan a brief role-play in
which one person is trying to get the other to try
drugs or alcohol.
Tell them that both people in the role-play
should hold their ground and not give in to the
other. The pressuring person should use as many
arguments as time allows, while the person saying
“no” should use as many different responses as she
or he can think of. Some children may want to use
ideas from the “Saying No” handout.

Allow for a few minutes of planning. Then ask
the pairs to act out their role-plays. If the class is
small, role-plays may be acted out before the entire
group. If the class is larger, have the children act
out the role-plays at the same time. Reassure the
children that no one will be handing out acting
awards—the purpose is to feel what it’s like to play
a particular role.
Allow a few minutes for the children to experience their roles. When this has gone on long enough
for the responding child to persist in saying “no”
through a variety of responses, call “time” and stop
the role-plays.
Then have the children in each pair reverse roles
(the one who was pressuring will now be the person pressured). Tell the pairs to use the same roleplay but to switch roles. Again, after the responding
child persists in saying “no” through a variety of
responses, call “time” and stop the role-plays.
Invite the children to talk about their experience during the role-plays. Ask:
•W
 hat did it feel like to be pressured?
•D
 id you think about saying “yes” to get the

person to stop bothering you?
•D
 id the responses you thought of to say
work for you?
•H
 ow do you feel about yourself knowing
that you resisted the pressure to do something unsafe and risky?
•W
 hat was it like to be the one putting on the
pressure?
•W
 hat did you think of the responses you
heard?
Then tell the children:
I’m proud of each of you for doing a good job—and
for loving yourselves enough to make a healthy,
safe choice even when saying “no” was not easy.
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Remember, it may take time for you to feel comfortable and natural saying “no” when someone is
pressuring you to do something you don’t want to
do. But learning how to say “no”—and saying it in
a way that people know you mean it—can help save
your life.
Use the handout “Saying ‘No’” to help you practice
this important new skill. You may take this handout
home with you.

Closure
Invite the children to gather in a circle and put their
arms around each other. Remind them:
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God gave us the freedom of choice to say “yes” and
to say “no” because God loves us and knows that,
no matter how old we are, there are times we must
make our own choices.
Often, saying “no” to a risky behavior means
saying “yes” to life. In the Old Testament, we read
these words.
Read aloud this passage from Deuteronomy:
“I have set before you life and death. . . .
Choose life, so that you and your descendants may live.”
—Deuteronomy 30:19 (adapted)
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SESSION IV
Thanking God for Special Gifts
● Prayer

Time: 60–75 minutes

Pray together:

Overview
O God, you know that sometimes saying “no” to
things that are unhealthy or risky for us is not easy.
But you give us the freedom to make decisions—to
choose for ourselves—because you love us. Help us
to make healthy choices. Help us learn how to say
“no” effectively when we want to say “no.” Help us
to say “yes” to life. Thank you, God, for loving us so
much and for giving us the freedom to choose. In
Jesus’ name, we pray. Amen.

Activity: Working on the “HIV
Prevention Media Campaign”
Invite the children to work on the “HIV Prevention”
posters or any chosen “HIV Prevention Media
Campaign” activity. A few children might like to
work on a poster that would support others in saying “no” to drugs.

● Sending Home Handouts
Remind the children to take home a copy of the
handout “Saying ‘No’” (Handout 5/6-2).
Before the session closes, you may also want to
ask several children to bring in a dictionary for the
next session. You will need three or four dictionaries
(more if your class is large).

The session begins with prayer. Then, after a theological reflection on Jesus’ commandment that we
love God, others, and ourselves, the class discusses
the relevance of the commandment within the context of the HIV epidemic. An activity about aspects
of loving reinforces this learning. The teacher then
presents information so that the children may
clearly understand the sexual transmission of HIV.
Theological reflection helps children to understand
that sexuality is a good gift from God. Sexual intercourse is clearly stated as an adult activity that is not
appropriate for children, and abstinence is discussed
as the only sure way to avoid the sexual transmission of HIV. The session closes with prayer and HIV
prevention activities.

Objectives
To have each child be able to:
• engage in theological reflection on God’s

goodness in creating human beings as
loving persons and as sexual persons.
• list some healthy behaviors that show
how we demonstrate love toward
ourselves.
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• understand an age-appropriate defini-

tion of sexual intercourse.
• name sexual intercourse as an adult
activity that is not appropriate for
children.
• name abstinence as the most effective
way to avoid HIV infection.

Materials
• the newsprint printed with the “Ground

Rules and Guidelines for Our Class”
from Session I
• newsprint, markers, and tape
• pencils
• enough copies of the worksheets
“Defining Aspects of Loving” (Handout
5/6-3), “God Wants Me to Be Safe and
Healthy” (Handout 5/6-4), and “Word
Search” (Handout 5/6-5) for each child,
plus extra for new children or visitors;
each worksheet should be on a separate
sheet of paper
• three or four dictionaries (children may
be asked in advance to bring a dictionary
from home)
• one copy of the “Word Search Answer
Guide” at the end of this session
• materials for the “HIV Prevention Media
Campaign” projects
• a roll of narrow red ribbon, straight pins
or safety pins, and index cards (optional)
• notecards for teacher preparation
(optional)

Preparation
Review the lesson carefully well in advance of the
class session, and gather materials needed for the
session.
40

Note to the Teacher/Leader
In this lesson the children are given
additional information about sexuality and sexual intercourse—one of the
primary ways HIV is transmitted. It is
important to use explicit and accurate language when presenting or
discussing sexual information. Use
the phrase “sexual intercourse” and
define it clearly.
To protect themselves from HIV,
it is essential that children in this age
group:
• learn what sexual intercourse is.
•u
 nderstand that sexual intercourse
includes oral-genital sex.
•k
 now that there are three forms
of sexual intercourse: vaginal, oral,
and anal.
The definition of sexual intercourse as
a genital activity needs to be made.
Sexual intercourse is different from
hugging, kissing, flirting, or feeling
sensual or sexy.
Another necessary distinction that
young people need to understand
is that sexual intercourse is a genital activity engaged in with another
person. It is different from masturbation—pleasurable sexual activity
engaged in with oneself.
Age-appropriate definitions are
given for terms used in this lesson
to assist you in presenting the information and in responding to questions. Study these definitions. Strive to
become comfortable using the terms
and confident in defining them for
the children. Explore different ways
of presenting this important informa-
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tion. If you find that you are uncomfortable
with this subject matter, consider inviting another member of the congregation
who is more comfortable with this information to present sections of this session.
With regard to personal discomfort,
recognize that some discomfort is natural, even for the most seasoned presenter
of this sexual information. You may be
less uncomfortable if you acknowledge
to the students the discomfort you feel.
Your willingness to be vulnerable and to
acknowledge your discomfort may help
some children feel more comfortable
when learning sexual information.
Be aware that choosing to acknowledge your discomfort could undermine
your authority as a teacher. You do not
want to lose control of the class. Include
in your acknowledgment an affirmation of
your willingness to experience some personal discomfort for the sake of teaching
this life-saving information.
It is important to guard against letting
personal discomfort cause you to omit
part of this information. Though we may
not wish to acknowledge that it is so, children in this age group have considerable
sexual information, including most of what
is presented here. Unfortunately, because
they seldom have the facts correct or
know the appropriate language, children
are often confused about sex-related
matters. This confusion has contributed to
HIV transmission among teens.
The vital facts in this lesson will give
the children a needed, clear understanding of the sexual transmission of HIV. They
have a birthright to this information to protect themselves from HIV. Your role
as the teacher/leader is to present the

factual information in age-appropriate language and be sure that the children have
a basic understanding of sexual matters.
Such knowledge and understanding will
contribute significantly to lowering the
need to experiment with sex. Increased
awareness will encourage and enable the
children to make healthy choices when
confronted with pressure to become sexually active.
It is important to be not only factual
but also affirming when presenting or discussing sexual information. Some children
may not fully understand some of the
sexual terms, but they will easily discern
subtle judgments conveyed when the
terms are used. Your nonjudgmental presentation will help the students hear and
learn the information. Present the material
matter-of-factly, but also with warmth and
an openness to the children’s responses.
Sharing this knowledge with the children is
a gift that communicates not only respect
for each child’s individual personhood but
also caring for each child’s well-being.
Keep the children engaged by being
as interactive with them and their concerns as possible.
This session gives you the opportunity
to provide the children with knowledge
that can be a solid foundation upon which
to build a positive attitude toward sexuality, an appreciation for the importance
of making healthy choices, and a commitment to protect themselves from HIV.
The children you are teaching will have
to make such choices sooner rather
than later. Ultimately, the choices they
make will determine whether or not they
become infected with HIV.
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Post the newsprint with the “Ground Rules and
Guidelines for Our Class” from Session I. If desired,
invite another adult or youth to help in the classroom, especially if the class is large. Make notecards,
if desired, to use when presenting information
throughout this session.
Draw a picture on newsprint of two gift boxes
tied with ribbon. On a sheet of newsprint, print the
Bible verse for the theological reflection. Save this
newsprint for use in the next session as well.

Post the newsprint with the Bible verse.
“You shall love God with all your heart,
and with all your soul, and with all your
mind. . . . You shall love your neighbor as
yourself.”
—Matthew 22:37–39 (adapted)
Invite a volunteer to read the passage aloud. Then
share the following reflection:

Review the “Word Search Answer Guide” at the end
of this session. Keep a copy of this answer guide
available in case the children need help with this
optional word search puzzle.
Study the information in “Expanding
Understandings of Sexual Intercourse,” and practice the presentation until you are comfortable with
the material.

Jesus said there are two great commandments. As
Christians, we are to love God with our heart, soul,
and mind, and we are to love our neighbor as ourselves. We show our love for God by loving our
neighbor.
One meaning of “loving our neighbor” is to be
kind and to behave in ways that show respect for all
people. Sometimes we don’t like someone, but we
can still be kind. Sometimes we disagree with someone, but we can still be respectful. God loves every
person just as much as God loves you and me.
But what about loving ourselves? Jesus said,
“Love your neighbor as yourself.” How can we
show that we love ourselves?

Session Activities

Listen to the responses. Then say:

Prayer

One important way is by doing things that are
healthy for us. By eating right and getting plenty
of rest, by taking care of our bodies and making
healthy choices, and, most importantly, by not taking risks that could endanger our lives.

“You shall love God with all your heart,
and with all your soul, and with all your
mind. . . . You shall love your neighbor as
yourself.”
—Matthew 22:37–39 (adapted)

Offer a prayer of thanksgiving to begin the session.

Theological Reflection
Post the newsprint with the drawing of the two gift
boxes tied with ribbon. Then tell the children:
Today, we are going to talk about two very special
gifts God gave to human beings. The first gift is that
God created us as loving persons.
42
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Activity: Defining Aspects of Loving
Distribute pencils and copies of the worksheet
“Defining Aspects of Loving” (Handout 5/6-3).
Divide the group into teams of two persons, and
give each team a dictionary. If there are not enough
dictionaries for each team to have one, ask two or
more teams to share a dictionary.
Say to the children:
This activity will help us understand some of the
ways that love can be expressed to another person.
Assign each team one or two words from the worksheet. Explain that the children on that team are to
look up the word and write notes about the definition on their worksheet. Make certain every word
on the worksheet is assigned to a team. Tell the children they will get to take the worksheet with them at
the end of the session. They can look up words not
assigned to their team at home or during the week.
Give the teams a few minutes to look up the
assigned word(s) and to make their notes on the
worksheet. Ask the children to work quickly. Be
mindful there is much more content to be covered
in this session.
When all the teams have finished their work, do
not ask for the definitions to be shared. Instead, ask
the children:
What do the words that you looked up have to do
with loving another person?
Listen to the responses. Remind the children that
there are many ways to express our love for other
people.
Before collecting the papers, ask the children to
read the Bible verse together one more time. Then
remind them:

Jesus taught us important lessons about how to live
life to the fullest. Jesus showed us the meaning of
love and taught us that love is very important. Jesus
revealed God’s love for us and helped us to understand that God wants us to be loving toward all
people and toward ourselves. God created us to be
loving persons. That is a very special gift.
Ask the children to put their names on the worksheets and have volunteers collect the pencils, papers,
and dictionaries. Remind the children that you will
return the worksheets at the end of the session.

● Option: Working on “Word Search”
Distribute pencils and copies of the worksheet
“Word Search” (Handout 5/6-5). Go over the directions together, and have the children read each word
on the list. Ask them to tell what words like “kindness,” “respect,” “listening,” and “feelings” have to do
with love. Tell the children to spend a few minutes
working on this puzzle. Refer to your copy of the
“Word Search Answer Guide,” from the end of this
session, as needed.
After the children have found a few hidden
words, tell them that they may take the “Word
Search” game home with them to finish but that,
now, you are going to collect the papers. Remind
them to put their name on the worksheets.
Have a volunteer collect the pencils and worksheets.

Presentation: Expanding
Understanding of Sexual Intercourse
Tell the children:
God gave us another special gift. In addition to creating us to be loving persons, God created us to be
sexual persons. Every one of us is sexual, and every
one of us is special. Do you know why?
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● Vocabulary
Note to the Teacher/Leader
During the following presentation
about vocabulary, write the terms
being defined on newsprint as you
identify each one. This will help the
children to understand words they
may not know. Keep the cumulative list of terms visible throughout
the presentation so the children
can refer to it as the presentation
evolves. Be as interactive with the
children as time allows. Do not omit
any of this information.

Introduce this section by saying:
The more we know about sexual behavior, the
more we are able to make healthy choices. We are
going to be talking about sexual behavior now,
and we are going to learn some words that may be
new to you. Knowing the correct language about
sexual matters is important because sex is something we need to learn to talk about. Often people
think they know what something means when, in
fact, they are confused. That confusion can cause
some people to engage in unsafe behavior that
puts them at risk for HIV.
Tell the children:

Listen to the responses. Then say:
Every one of us is special because no two people are
exactly alike when it comes to sexuality.
Sexual thoughts and feelings are a good and
normal part of who we are as human beings.
Whether we are male or female, God gave us the
ability to express our sexuality in our lives and to
have loving, sexual relationships. Our sexuality is
a good and precious gift from God.
Today, you are going to learn the meaning of
some words that will help you understand more
about sexuality as well as about the ways HIV is
spread through sexual behavior.
This information will help you identify risky
sexual behavior and to make healthy choices. We
know that choosing to avoid risky behavior is one
way to protect yourself from HIV.
Avoiding risky sexual behavior is a very important way to show that you love yourself.
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If you are going to be knowledgeable about sexual
behavior, one word you need to know is the word
“genitals.”
Write the word “genitals” on the newsprint. Then
say:
“Genitals” is the general term for the private parts
of our bodies—our sex organs. Does anyone know
the specific names of the female and male sex
organs?
On the newsprint, write the following words and
read them aloud:
Female			Male
(girl or woman)
(boy or man)
vagina			penis
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Continue by saying:
The female “vagina” and the male “penis” are the
human sex organs. They are referred to as the
“genitals.”
Many people only think of the genitals when
they hear the word “sex” or the word “sexuality.”
But our sexuality is much more than our genitals.
Sexuality includes all the ways that we are a female
or a male—how we express our femaleness or our
maleness. The word “genitals” refers only to a specific part of our bodies. What are the genitals?
[On the female body, the vagina. On the male
body, the penis.]
Tell the children:
When people talk about “sex,” it can mean a lot of
different things. A person can have sex with someone else or have sex with themselves. When a person has sex with himself or herself, the person does
so by stimulating (rubbing or touching) his or her
own genitals for sexual pleasure. This is called masturbation.
Write the word “masturbation” on the newsprint.
Then say:
“Masturbation” means touching yourself in ways
that give you sexual pleasure. It is “having sex” with
yourself. You could call it one form of “self-loving.”
It is a very private activity. Both males and females
can masturbate. Masturbation is a very natural part
of sexuality.
There is nothing wrong with masturbation.
Even though it is done in private, it is not something to be ashamed of doing. It is a normal part
of being a sexual person. Being sexual with yourself—masturbating—does not put you at risk for
HIV infection.

Being sexual with yourself is different from
“having sex” with another person. What do you
think it is called when a person “has sex” with
another person?
[sexual intercourse]
Write the term “sexual intercourse” on the newsprint. Then say:
Usually, when people talk about “having sex” or
“making love,” they are referring to two people
being sexual with each other in a way that involves
genital contact. Sexual expression that involves genital contact is called sexual intercourse.
“Sexual intercourse” means being sexual with
another person in a way that involves the genitals—the penis or the vagina.
We know that sexual intercourse is one of the
ways HIV is transmitted. Remember when we said
that if someone has HIV, the virus will be in her or
his blood? Blood is one body fluid that can transmit HIV. There are other body fluids that play an
important role in sexual intercourse. During sexual intercourse, HIV can be transmitted in these
special body fluids.
Write the term “sexual fluids” on the newsprint.
Then say:
The special body fluids that transmit HIV during
sexual intercourse are called sexual fluids. “Sexual
fluids” are liquids that are present during sexual
intercourse. After a certain age, both males and
females produce a special sexual fluid.
On the newsprint, write these words and read them
aloud:
Female			Male
vaginal secretion
semen
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Note to the Teacher/Leader
If, during this next section, the children respond by using commonly
used terms for sexual behavior,
acknowledge that the term is used,
but state that there is a more appropriate term to be used. If the term is
embarrassing to you, say so without causing the child who used the
term to feel judged or put down.
Remember that, for many children,
the “street” terms for sexual behavior are the only ones they know.
Remind the children that learning
the correct language about sexual
behavior helps us communicate
about sex in ways that help to avoid
confusion. Re-emphasize that clearly
understanding sexual behavior helps
us to make healthy decisions and
protect ourselves from HIV.

Remember that we talked about latex condoms? When a man has sexual intercourse, his
penis is usually “erect” (hard). The condom fits
over the erect penis and collects the semen that
comes out of the penis during sexual intercourse.
The condom also protects against vaginal secretion that might contain HIV.
By using a latex condom, people can have sexual intercourse with less risk of getting an infection,
including HIV. It is important to remember that
condoms are not 100 percent safe. Still, using them is
safer than having unprotected sexual intercourse—
that is, sexual intercourse without a condom.

● Forms of Sexual Intercourse
Tell the children:
Remember, sexual intercourse means being sexual
with another person in a way that involves genital
contact.
There are three forms of sexual intercourse.
Write the term “vaginal intercourse” on the newsprint. Then say:

Then say:
The male sexual fluid is called “semen.” It comes out
of the penis during sexual excitement.
The female sexual fluid is called “vaginal secretion.” The word “secretion” means a fluid. Vaginal
secretion is sometimes called “vaginal wetness”
because it makes the vagina wet.
If two people have sexual intercourse and one
of them has HIV—the virus that causes AIDS—
the virus can pass from one person to the other in
the sexual fluids. Since both males and females can
be infected with HIV, the virus HIV can be found
in semen and in vaginal secretion. If a person has
the HIV infection, HIV can be in his or her sexual
fluid as well as in the blood.
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Can anyone guess what kind of genital contact takes
place during vaginal intercourse?
Listen briefly to the responses. Then say:
“Vaginal intercourse” means contact between the
male penis and the female vagina. This is also the
way human beings reproduce and make babies.
Some people think that this behavior is risky only
if the penis is inside the female’s body, but any contact between the penis and the vagina is risky if the
man or woman has HIV infection.
Write the term “oral intercourse” on the newsprint.
Then say:
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Another form of sexual intercourse is oral intercourse. Has anyone ever heard the word “oral”
before?
Listen to the responses. (Someone may mention the
term “oral report.”) Then continue:
Oral refers to the mouth or tongue. So, “oral intercourse” is contact between the mouth and the genitals—contact between the mouth and the penis
or the mouth and the vagina. Oral intercourse is
sometimes called “oral sex.” Sexually active people
may use their mouths for kissing and for engaging
in oral intercourse.
In addition to vaginal intercourse and oral
intercourse, there is a third form of sexual intercourse.
Write the term “anal intercourse” on the newsprint.
Then say:
“Anal intercourse” means contact between the penis
and the anus or rectum. The “anus” is the opening
through which bowel movements leave the body,
and the “rectum” is the area just inside the anus.
Both men and women engage in anal intercourse.
Tell the children:
Some of these behaviors may seem strange to you
now, but there are many different ways that two
people can express their sexuality with one another.
Sexual partners have the right to choose how they
will express their sexuality in private.
As you get older, you may someday choose to
be sexual with another person. In order to protect
yourself from HIV, you need to know what behaviors can spread the virus.

HIV can be transmitted through any of these
three forms of sexual intercourse. Let’s name them
again:
• vaginal intercourse—penis to vagina
•o
 ral intercourse—mouth to penis or mouth

to vagina
• anal intercourse—penis to anus or rectum
HIV can be passed through any of these forms
of sexual intercourse. A man can pass HIV to a
woman. A woman can pass HIV to a man. A man
can pass HIV to a man. And a woman can pass
HIV to a woman.

● Sexual Orientations
Tell the children:
Not everyone is attracted to the same kind of person. Attraction is a complex thing. It includes
physical attraction—usually called sexual attraction—but it includes other things as well. The most
important part of attraction is emotional (how we
feel about the person).
Every person has a sexual orientation. We
become aware of our sexual orientation as we are
growing up. Who we are attracted to helps us to
know something about our individual sexual orientation. There are three natural sexual orientations among human beings.
Tell the children:
Males who are attracted to females and females
who are attracted to males have a “heterosexual”
orientation.
Write the word “heterosexual” on the newsprint.
Then say:

Continue:
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The prefix “hetero-” means “other”—so “heterosexual” means “attracted to the other sex.”
Tell the children:
Males who are attracted to males as well as females
who are attracted to females have a “homosexual”
orientation.
Write the word “homosexual” on the newsprint.
The prefix “homo-” means “same”—so “homosexual” means “attracted to the same sex.” Males who
have a homosexual orientation are often called “gay
men.” Females who have a homosexual orientation
are often called “lesbians.”

A person does not have to have a certain sexual orientation to get HIV. You may think that only
homosexual persons can get HIV. That is not true.
Anybody can get HIV. And any of the three
forms of sexual intercourse that we just learned
about—vaginal, oral, and anal—can transmit
HIV if one of the people involved has the HIV
infection.
Remember, when it comes to HIV, it’s not who
you are but what you do and don’t do that matters.
It is important for everyone to avoid risky behavior that can transmit HIV.

Theological Reflection:
Understanding that Sexuality Is a
Good Gift from God

Tell the children:

Tell the children:

People—males or females—who are attracted to
both males and females have a “bisexual” orientation.

Our sexuality is a good and precious gift from God.
Sexual feelings are powerful feelings. They are pleasurable, and they also can be scary, especially if we
don’t understand why we feel the way we feel. In
the next few years, each of you will be discovering
new things about your sexuality. Your bodies will
change, and you will become teens! You will be very
aware of your sexuality.
Having sexual thoughts and feelings is one
thing. Understanding them and feeling comfortable with yourself as a sexual person is another.
It takes time for a person to grow into an understanding of him- or herself and feel good about
him- or herself as a sexual person.
Because God loves us, God wants us to love
ourselves as sexual persons. God wants us to
understand that our sexuality is a precious gift.
God gave us this wonderful gift so that we can
express our love to one another. God also wants us
to be kind and loving toward ourselves and toward
others in expressing our sexuality.

Write the word “bisexual” on the newsprint. Then
say:
The prefix “bi-” means “two”—so “bisexual” means
“attracted to two sexes.” Since there are only two
sexes among human beings—female and male—we
can say bisexual people are attracted to both sexes.
Tell the children:
So, these are the three natural sexual orientations
among human beings: heterosexual, homosexual,
and bisexual.
No one chooses their sexual orientation. Sexual
orientation is a natural part of who we are as sexual
persons. Our individual sexual orientation is part
of God’s goodness in creating us as sexual persons.
48
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Presentation: Affirming
Sexual Responsibility
Ask the children:
When you think about the word “sex,” what is the
first thing that comes to your mind?
Listen to the responses. Then emphasize:
The most important word that needs to come to
your mind when you think about sex is the word
“responsibility.”
Engaging in sexual intercourse, or sexual
behavior of any kind, with another person involves
serious responsibilities that children do not fully
understand—and are not ready to accept. Sexual
intercourse is not an appropriate activity for
children.
Whenever a person has sex with another person, trust between the two people is needed. A lot
of feelings may surface, and each partner needs to
feel safe with the other person. Two people who
engage in sexual behavior need to be very sensitive to each other’s feelings.
Engaging in sexual intercourse with another
person requires understanding and respect for
oneself and one’s partner.
Being sexually responsible means choosing to
express one’s love safely and in healthy ways and
knowing how to do so.
As you get older, you will learn more about
being a sexual person. You will have a lot of important choices to make about your sexuality. It will
not be easy. You will have to make your choices in
a world with HIV.
You know that anyone can become infected
with HIV through sexual intercourse. The only
sure way to protect yourself from HIV infection is
to choose not to have sex—to choose abstinence.

If, as you grow older, you feel you are ready to
choose to be sexual with another person, you will
need to know a lot about risky behavior and how
to protect yourself from HIV.
Only you can make the choices that will keep
you healthy. Only you can protect yourself from
sexually transmitted HIV. In the next session, we
will be learning more about HIV transmission
and risky behaviors.

Closure
Stand together in a circle, holding hands. Remind
the children that our sexuality is a good gift from
God that we must express responsibly. Ask the children to think of some of the other gifts we have
received from God.

● Prayer
Say a prayer, thanking God for these good gifts.
Invite the children to share their thanks and name
the gifts they have thought of as the prayer is said.
Begin by naming some gifts yourself (“Thank you,
God, for . . .”). Conclude the prayer by thanking God
for the good gifts of being created as loving persons
and as sexual persons.

Activity: Working on the “HIV
Prevention Media Campaign”
Have the children continue to work on the “HIV
Prevention Media Campaign” projects. Any who are
finished with their projects may want to be helpful
to those who have not yet finished.
Option: Creating Red Ribbons
If the media campaign projects are completed, the
class may decide to make red ribbons available to
the worshippers on a Sunday morning. The ribbons
signify an awareness of the AIDS epidemic and a
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commitment to caring responses. A roll of narrow red
ribbon (about ½” wide) can be cut in 6–7" lengths.
Bringing one end down to cross over the other forms
a simple “folded” ribbon that can be attached to
clothing with a straight pin or small safety pin.
A simple explanation of the meaning of the red
ribbon can be printed and distributed with the ribbons. It is helpful for a parishioner to know how to
respond if another person asks about the significance
of the red ribbon. An affirming response might be:

My red ribbon means that I am AIDS aware. I know
we are all affected by AIDS, and I am committed to
compassionate, nonjudgmental responses to people living with HIV or AIDS.
The children can print this simple statement on index
cards to be distributed with the red ribbons. The class
may choose to sell the red ribbons at nominal cost to
raise funds for a local AIDS organization.

FOR THE TEACHER/LEADER
Word Search Answer Guide
Hidden in the box of letters are some words about
love. The words hidden in the puzzle are listed below.
When you find a word in the puzzle, draw a circle
around it. Then put a check mark by that word on
the list. Words are hidden forward and backward, as
well as up and down. Here is the list of words:
LOVE
FRIENDS
GIFT
RESPECT

LISTENING
GOD
KINDNESS
CARE

FAMILY
LIKE
HEART
FEELINGS

Can you find one word that is hidden twice?
[LOVE]
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The longest word is written from top to bottom.
[LISTENING]
“You shall love God with all your heart,
and with all your soul, and with all your
mind. . . . You shall love your neighbor as
yourself.”
—Matthew 22:37–39 (adapted)
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SESSION V
Assessing Risky Behaviors
Activity: Distributing Handouts
Distribute copies of the worksheet “God Wants Me
to Be Safe and Healthy” (Handout 5/6-4). Ask the
children to take this worksheet home to complete
and bring to the next session.
Also return the worksheets “Defining Aspects
of Loving” (Handout 5/6-3) and “Word Search”
(Handout 5/6-5) used during the session. If you did
not use the “Word Search” handout during the session, distribute copies for the children to work on
at home.
Also return the dictionaries to the children who
brought them in for this session. Thank these children for their contribution to the class.
Time: 60–75 minutes

session closes with prayer and work on the HIV
prevention activities.

Objectives
To have each child be able to:
• define the words “risk” and “risky

behavior.”
• identify that risky behaviors are a
matter of degree and may have immediate or lon- term consequences.
• rate a list of behaviors according to the
probability of HIV transmission.
• relate the meaning of loving God, others,
and oneself to HIV/AIDS.
• name more than one way to help friends
stay safe and avoid HIV infection.

Overview
Materials
The session begins with prayer. After defining the
words “risk” and “risky behavior,” the class explores
examples of common risky behaviors and distinguishes between immediate and long-term consequences. Working in small groups, children classify
a list of specific behaviors by degree of risk for HIV
infection. Children then discuss the relevance of the
commandment to love God, others, and ourselves
to HIV/AIDS. After the children discuss mutual
support for making safe and healthy choices, the

• the newsprint printed with the “Ground

Rules and Guidelines for Our Class”
from Session I
• the newsprint printed with the Bible
verse from Session IV
• a copy of the worksheet “God Wants Me
to Be Safe and Healthy” (Handout 5/6-4)
from the last session
• newsprint, markers, and tape
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• pencils
• one copy of the “Risky Behaviors Answer

Guide” at the end of this session
• enough copies of the worksheet “Risky
Behaviors” (Handout 5/6-6) for each
child, plus extra for visitors or new
children
• materials for projects for the “HIV
Prevention Media Campaign” from the
last session
• materials for making the “Red Ribbons”
from the last session (optional)
• notecards for teacher preparation
(optional)

Preparation
Review the lesson carefully well in advance of the
class session, and gather materials needed for the
session.
Post the newsprint with the “Ground Rules and
Guidelines for Our Class” from Session I. If desired,
invite another adult or youth to help in the classroom, especially if the class is large. Make notecards,
if desired, to use when presenting information
throughout this session.
Prepare the newsprint for the activity Assessing
Risky Behaviors by drawing “Go,” “Caution,” and
“Stop” symbols. Be sure to leave plenty of space
between the three symbols, since the children will be
writing phrases under each. Draw either three traffic lights—each with a different color highlighted—
or draw three traffic signs, as follows:

LOW RISK			Amber light or a
Some Risk		 diamond-shaped
				sign that says
				CAUTION
				
HIGH RISK			Red light or a
Dangerous		 hexagon-shaped
				sign that says
				STOP
				
Read through the “Risky Behaviors Answer Guide”
at the end of this session. Keep a copy of this answer
guide available so you will be well prepared to
answer questions regarding risky behaviors when
using Handout 5/5 6.

Note to the Teacher/Leader
Consider the ways in which all people take part in some risky behaviors. Think of some risks that have
only long-term consequences and
how difficult it may be to properly
assess those risks. Remember that
children and young people often
have little experience in assessing behaviors for long-term consequences. It is important that you
provide clear assessment skills so
that children can learn how to judge
behaviors associated with transmission of HIV.

SAFE				Green light or
No Risk			
a round sign
				that says GO
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Session Activities
Prayer
Offer a prayer of thanksgiving to begin the session.

Think of a car, and name some risky behaviors that
involve cars. For each behavior, explain whether
that behavior is very risky or just a little risky and
why. Also, identify possible consequences—what
could happen—if someone chose to do that risky
behavior.

Review
Some risky behaviors and their consequences include:
To review learning so far, go over the worksheet
“God Wants Me to Be Safe and Healthy” (Handout
5/6-4) which the children took home to complete
from the last session. Discuss the words the children
found in the word “ABSTINENCE,” and review the
three ways HIV can be transmitted.

Presentation: Discerning Risk
Tell the children:
Today’s session is about looking at certain things
people may do and deciding if these behaviors are
unsafe and may put people in danger of getting HIV.
Write the word “Risk” on newsprint. Then ask:
Can anyone define the word “risk”? What is meant
by the term “risky behavior”?
Write appropriate responses from the class on the
newsprint, adding your own suggestions, as needed.
Be sure to include the following:
• to put oneself or another in danger

• not using the seat belt

[being thrown out of the car if there is an
accident]
• driving too fast
[causing an accident, hurting or killing
someone, getting a speeding ticket]
• driving after drinking alcohol or using
other drugs
[causing an accident, hurting or killing
someone, losing your driver’s license]
• crossing the street from between parked
cars
[being hit by a car, causing an accident]
Allow time for a brief discussion as children share
their thoughts. Acknowledge that:
Sometimes a person cannot tell whether the risk is
great or small or what the consequences will be.
Ask the children to list some other risks people take,
including people their own age. Ask them to give
examples of some behaviors that may be risky to a
person’s health. Write the responses on newsprint.

• to do something that could cause injury,

illness, or damage now or later
• to participate in an activity that can
harm oneself or another

Possible answers are:
• smoking cigarettes
• not getting enough sleep or exercise

Tell the children:

• using alcohol or other drugs
• playing with fire or guns
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Activity: Assessing Risk Behaviors
Note to the Leader
During the following section of this
session, the class will be discussing
17 behaviors listed on the worksheet
“Risky Behaviors” (Handout 5/6-6).
It is essential that you be prepared
to give accurate information concerning each behavior, especially its
proper classification as SAFE, LOW
RISK, or HIGH RISK. Use the “Risky
Behaviors Answer Guide” at the end
of this session.

Ask the children if all of the behaviors listed have
the same degree of risk (if one is just as dangerous
as another) and why or why not. Allow time for
responses and reasons.
Ask the children if the results, or consequences,
of those behaviors would show up right away or at
a later time.
After the children have time to respond, remind
them:
Sometimes we all do things that could put us at risk,
now or later. Taking care of ourselves includes:
• learning to think about what we do before
we do it
• learning to think about the consequences or
possible results of our behavior, now and in
the future
• learning to make choices that can keep us
healthy and well

Post the newsprint with the “Risky Behavior Signs.”
Describe each symbol as SAFE/No Risk, LOW RISK/
Some Risk, or HIGH RISK/Dangerous.
Have the class form groups of three. Give each
person a pencil and a copy of the worksheet “Risky
Behaviors” (Handout 5/6-6) Ask the children to
write their names on their worksheets.
Have the groups discuss each behavior and
decide together if the behavior should be classified
as SAFE/No Risk; LOW RISK/Some Risk; or HIGH
RISK/Dangerous. Tell them that in a few cases, they
might choose LOW RISK to HIGH RISK if they can
give reasons for this range. Tell them to be prepared
to explain their answers.
After the groups have had time to complete the
worksheet, invite one group member to tell how
that group classified the first behavior and why. Ask
this group member to write the behavior underneath the appropriate sign on the newsprint with
the “Risky Behavior Signs.” For each behavior, ask:
How do you know that is the right category?
Find out if the other groups agree, and discuss
responses. If the children in a group list a behavior
in the wrong category, allow them to present their
reasons before clarifying the reasons why it belongs
in a different category. After discussion, if a behavior belongs in a different category, mark through the
item and rewrite it under the appropriate sign.
After completing this activity, ask the children:
What are the two best ways that you can protect
yourself from HIV?
[do not use drugs; do not have sexual intercourse]
Emphasize:
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Any behavior that has even a low risk needs to be
avoided. It is possible to become infected with HIV
with just one exposure to the virus. Avoiding HIV
and AIDS and staying healthy means choosing only
safe behaviors.
Have a volunteer collect the pencils and worksheets.

Theological Reflection
Post the newsprint with the Bible verse:
“You shall love God with all your heart,
and with all your soul, and with all your
mind. . . . You shall love your neighbor as
yourself.”
—Matthew 22:37–38 (adapted)
Ask someone to read the Bible verse aloud. Then ask
the children:
Who does God want us to love?
[We are to love God, other people, and
ourselves.]
To give the children an opportunity to share their
thoughts about what this commandment means in
terms of HIV/AIDS, ask:
What does loving God, others, and ourselves have
to do with HIV and AIDS?
Discuss the relationship between loving and HIV
and AIDS. Some possible points for reflection are:
• God wants us to take good care of our
bodies.
• We can show our love for God by caring
for ourselves in safe and healthy ways,

abstaining from sexual intercourse, and
saying “no” to using drugs.
• Loving ourselves means choosing safe
behaviors.
• Loving others means helping friends
make good choices.
• Loving others means being kind to persons with HIV and AIDS.
• God wants us to be safe and say “no” to
behavior that is harmful or dangerous.
• We should not pressure others to do things
that they feel are risky or dangerous.
• Loving others sometimes means sharing
the facts about HIV and how it is and is
not transmitted.
Tell the children:
One of the ways you can love your neighbor as yourself is to help one another avoid behaviors that put
you at risk for HIV infection.
What are some ways friends can help each
other stay safe?
Possible responses include:
• Recognize that encouraging each other
to be safe is positive peer pressure.
• Give each other support for saying “no”
to risky behaviors.
• Tell your friends how HIV is and is not
transmitted. Correct any misinformation
you hear.
• Talk about safe and unsafe things to do.
Talk about things to do that have no risk
of spreading HIV.
• Help friends know they do not have to be
afraid of people with HIV or AIDS.
• Encourage a friend who may be using
alcohol or other drugs to get help and
talk to a trusted adult.
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Emphasize:

Closure

Knowing what behaviors cause HIV—and what
behaviors are safe—can help you protect yourself
from HIV. It can help you save your life.
You can also help teach your friends how to
protect themselves from HIV and help reduce
their fears about getting AIDS.
You can avoid HIV infection and help others
avoid risky behaviors too. Remember, it’s not who
you are but what you do and don’t do that matters.
You can prevent HIV infection.
Loving God, others, and ourselves means caring enough to keep ourselves safe and healthy. It
means making safe choices, and saying “no” to
behaviors that can cause harm to ourselves or others. It means taking good care of our bodies and
our lives.

Close the session with an interactive prayer or a
prayer read together.
For the interactive prayer, ask children to contribute their personal petitions to the prayer. Begin
this prayer yourself, allowing time for children to
offer their petitions before bringing the prayer to a
close.
Or pray together:
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Holy One, thank you for the gift of life and the good
gift of sexuality. Help us to love our neighbor by
being kind and caring, especially toward people living with HIV and AIDS. Help us to love ourselves
by choosing to avoid risky behaviors and protecting ourselves from HIV. Help us to show our love to
you, O God, by caring for our bodies and our lives.
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FOR THE TEACHER/LEADER
Risky Behaviors Answer Guide
Do not read these responses to the children, but use them as a guide when needing to clarify the children’s
understanding of risky behaviors as noted on the worksheet “Risky Behaviors” (Handout 5/6-6). Focus on
the children’s explanations for choosing the SAFE, LOW RISK, or HIGH RISK categories.
If the children’s choice is correct, their own words will usually sufficiently explain why the risky behavior
belongs in a particular category. Reinforce correct choices simply by saying something like this:
That’s right, eating is a safe behavior. We can’t get HIV from eating with someone who has the virus.

In Jesus’ name, we pray. Amen.

●A
 ctivity: Working on the “HIV Prevention
Media Campaign”
Have the children continue to work on the “HIV
Prevention Media Campaign” projects. Any who are
finished with their projects may want to help those
who have not yet finished.

2. Getting an injection—or shot—from a doctor

or nurse
SAFE / No Risk

Doctors, nurses, and dentists are taught to use
only clean needles and syringes and to throw
them away after using them once.
3. Having sexual intercourse without a latex

Option: Creating Red Ribbons

condom
HIGH RISK / Dangerous

If you did not use this option at the end of Session
IV or if the activity was not completed, invite the
children to make red ribbons and explanation cards
for HIV/AIDS awareness. Read more about this
option at the end of Session IV.

HIV is easily transmitted during unprotected
sexual intercourse if one of the partners has the
virus.
4. S
 haring a can of soda with someone with HIV
SAFE / No Risk

●D
 istributing Handouts
Return the copies of the worksheet “Risky Behaviors”
(Handout 5/6-6) so children may take them.
1. 	Going to church with someone who has HIV

Although this activity poses no risk for HIV
transmission, point out that cold and flu viruses
are spread in this way.
5. Sharing a needle and syringe just once

infection

HIGH RISK / Dangerous

SAFE / No Risk

Sharing only once can transmit HIV if someone
who has already used the needle and syringe has
the HIV infection.

Everyday activities do not transmit HIV.
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6. Eating food prepared by someone with HIV or

AIDS
SAFE / No Risk

the risk is HIGH/Dangerous. If a person injects
drugs sharing a needle and syringe, the risk is
HIGH/Dangerous.

Food does not transmit HIV.
11. Using someone else’s hairbrush or comb
7. M
 asturbating (giving yourself sexual pleasure)
SAFE / No Risk

Sex with oneself does not transmit HIV.

SAFE / No Risk

Although this activity poses no risk for HIV
transmission, point out that scalp infections or
head lice are spread in this way.

8. Getting your ear pierced by a professional with

a new needle
SAFE / No Risk

This is safe when the needle is new or sterile, as
used by professionals. Unsterilized needles pose a
risk of passing germs and HIV.
9. Engaging in oral intercourse (mouth to penis or

mouth to vagina)
LOW RISK / Some Risk to HIGH RISK/
Dangerous

The risk is not saliva (spit) but infected sexual
fluid (semen or vaginal secretion) that may enter
the body through sores, cuts, or tiny scratches on
the lips or through mucous membranes of the
mouth or throat. Use of a latex barrier (a latex
condom on the penis or a latex square—dental
dam—over a vagina) will prevent mouth contact
with the sexual fluids that may contain HIV.

12. Having sexual intercourse using a latex

condom
LOW RISK / Some Risk

This is low risk if the latex condom is used
properly each and every time. It is necessary to
learn how to use a condom properly to reduce
risk to low. Latex condoms are not 100 percent
safe. They can leak, break, or slip off the penis,
enabling transmission of HIV if one of the
partners has the HIV infection.
13. Holding hands or hugging
SAFE / No Risk

This is a safe and good way to express caring for
one another.
14. Engaging in French kissing (kissing with

tongue in another person’s mouth)
LOW RISK / Some Risk

10. Getting high on drugs or drinking alcohol
LOW RISK / Some Risk to HIGH RISK/
Dangerous

A person may do things while high on drugs or
alcohol that would put her or him at risk for
HIV. Drugs and alcohol affect one’s ability
to think clearly and to make healthy choices.
Alcohol and drugs do not cause HIV infection,
but the use of such substances may allow HIV
transmission to occur due to impaired judgment.
If a person has unprotected sexual intercourse,
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This could possibly transmit HIV if blood (for
example, from gum abrasions) or open sores
were in each person’s mouth and if one person
has HIV. While the saliva of a person with HIV
infection may contain small amounts of HIV,
there is no reported case of someone getting HIV
in this way.
15. Becoming a “blood brother or “blood sister”

with someone
HIGH RISK / Dangerous
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The ritual of “blood brother/sister” involves
puncturing the skin and exchanging blood with
a friend. If a person has HIV, exchanging blood
in this way provides a direct route for HIV to go
into the bloodstream.

17. Saying “no” to sexual intercourse and drug use
SAFE / No Risk

Abstinence from sexual intercourse and drug use
is the best way to avoid the HIV infection.

16. Singing in the children’s choir with someone

with HIV or AIDS
SAFE / No Risk

HIV is not transmitted through casual contact.
HIV does not live in the air.
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SESSION VI
Making Healthy Decisions
Time: 60–75 minutes

Overview
The session begins with prayer. After a brief theological reflection on God’s gift of freedom of choice,
children explore decision making. Through activities and small-group work, they learn about the
things that influence decision making and the criteria for choosing and deciding. The children practice
using special questions to explore problem situations. Choosing well as an act of love toward others
and ourselves is emphasized. The session closes with
prayer, a game that helps children review the learning presented throughout this entire Learning Series,
and completion of HIV prevention activities.

Objectives
To have each child be able to:
• list some things that influence his or her

decision making.
• practice identifying choices and consequences in problem situations.
• use one or more moral value-based questions to inform decision making.
• state that the questions Christians use to
help in decision making are based on the
instructions of Jesus.
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Materials
• newsprint printed with the “Ground

Rules and Guidelines for Our Class”
from Session I
• newsprint, markers, and tape
• paper and pencils
• enough copies of the handouts
“Special Questions for Making Healthy
Decisions” (Handout 5/6-7) and “Review
Game Questions” (Handout 5/6-8) for
each child, plus extra for new children or
visitors
• one copy of the “Review Game Answer
Guide” at the end of this session
• hymnals with the song “Blest Be the Tie
that Binds,” if needed
• materials for projects for the “HIV
Prevention Media Campaign” from the
last session
• material for making “Red Ribbons” from
the last session
• notecards for teacher preparation
(optional)

Preparation
Review the lesson carefully well in advance of the
class session, and gather materials needed for the
session.
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Write the “Special Questions for Making
Healthy Decisions” on newsprint:
1. What are my choices?
2. What are the possible consequences or
outcomes?
3. If I decide to do this:
• Am I being kind and loving?
• Am I being truthful and honest?
• Will I or someone else be hurt?
• How will I feel inside later? (Good or
bad? Sorry or glad?)

Use the “Review Game Answer Guide” for your
own review of the information learned in this series.
Keep a copy of this answer guide available for use
during the game.
Post the newsprint with the “Ground Rules and
Guidelines for Our Class” from Session I. If desired,
invite another adult or youth to help in the classroom, especially if the class is large. Make notecards,
if desired, to use when presenting information
throughout this session.

Note to the Teacher/Leader
It is important to emphasize during this session that making choices and decisions is
something we all do throughout our lives.
Most children do not have adequate skills
in making healthy decisions. This session
provides an opportunity to practice skills
that can be helpful when making decisions about risky behaviors related to HIV
infection. These same skills can be used
in weighing choices and making decisions
related to a wide range of dilemmas the
children will face now and in the future.
Many children and young people without informed decision-making skills use
this process:
1. Look at choices without considering outcomes or consequences.
2. Decide and take an action.
3. Maybe think about the decision
after it was made. (Did it turn out
well?) Or else just be resigned to
the consequences, whether shortor long-term.
Often children are sorry about a decision
they made. They don’t like the outcome.
They think about a decision after it is too
late to do anything about it. Repeated

often enough, such experiences can be
devastating to individual self-esteem. The
child begins to feel incapable of making a
good decision.
The focus of this session is to teach
a process for informed decision making
that encourages thinking about the consequences of the decision before choices
are made. Informed decision making for
Christians means asking certain additional
questions rooted in Christian values. The
process looks like this:
1. 	Consider the choices and think
about the possible consequences
of each.
2.	Apply special value-based questions to the possible choices and
consequences.
3. Decide and take an action.
4. Reflect on the experience. (Did it
turn out well? What was learned?)
Central to this process are the special valuebased questions on Handout 5/6-7.
Be sure to provide ample opportunity
for children to practice using the “Special
Questions” in the two scenarios in this
session.
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Session Activities
Prayer
Offer a prayer of thanksgiving to begin the session.

Theological Reflection
Tell the children:
In the last session, we looked at a variety of behaviors and decided whether those behaviors were safe
or risky in terms of HIV transmission. We have
learned that we all have to make choices every day.
In a world with HIV, we all have to choose whether
or not to participate in risky behaviors.
Because God loves us, God gives us the freedom to say “yes” and to say “no.” This freedom
to choose is one of God’s gifts. It is a gift we each
must learn to use wisely and responsibly. Knowing
how to make good, healthy decisions is a skill God
wants us all to learn.

Activity: Naming Influences
upon Decisions
Tell the children:
Lots of things influence the decisions we make.
What are some of the things that influence your
decisions?

• friends (what peers think and peer

pressure)
• things learned at home, in church, at
school (social expectations)
• what is right and wrong (morals)
• thinking about what might happen
(consequences)
• what parents, a teacher, a pastor, or
another adult might think (guidance
from a respected adult)

Activity: Hearing Kevin’s Story
Tell the children that you are going to tell them a
short story, and ask them to pretend that they are
Kevin, the main character in the story. Kevin has a
choice to make. As they listen to the story, ask them
to think about what Kevin should do. Then tell this
story:
It was Saturday and very warm outside. Kevin had
been wanting an ice cream cone all day long. He
thought about it all morning, but he didn’t have any
money. He was afraid to ask his parents for some
money. He saw his father’s wallet and decided to
see if there was any money in it. There were six onedollar bills, a five, and a ten. He thought, “If I just
take a dollar, he’ll never miss it.”
What should Kevin do?
Tell the children:

Let the children know that you want them simply to
name an influence, without further comment from
them or anyone else in the class. Listen carefully,
writing the responses on newsprint.

Without giving an answer, raise your hand when
you have an idea about what Kevin should do.

Possible responses are:

What do you think Kevin’s choices are? What are
his options?

Ask the children:

• information (what I know)
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Call on children who have raised their hands and
listen to the responses. If only one option is offered,
propose at least two others. Then tell the children:
The first step in making a good decision is to think
of the different choices we have—the different
options from which we can choose.
Ask the children:
What might happen? What could the consequences
be for the different choices Kevin could make?
Listen to the responses. Then tell the children:
Thinking of the consequences —or outcomes—of
our possible choices is the second step in making
good decisions.

else. We all have to live with the consequences—the
outcomes—of decisions we make.
Learning to make healthy and safe decisions
is a skill you can use throughout your life with
all sorts of choices you will face. Knowing how to
make a good decision and a healthy decision is a
grownup thing to learn.
One step that can help you in making decisions is to ask yourself some questions whenever you are deciding to do something or not do
something.
Introduce the “Special Questions for Making
Healthy Decisions” by posting the prepared newsprint. Tell the children:
Here are some special questions to consider when
you have to make a decision and are thinking about
possible outcomes:

Ask the children:
Now, what do you think Kevin should do and why
he should do it?
As children respond, use the newsprint list of influences to reinforce the reasons for the children’s
answers.

Skills Building: Learning “Special
Questions for Making Healthy
Decisions”
Tell the children:
When we have choices, it helps to have a way to
think about the decision we have to make. Jesus
taught us that God wants us to make decisions that
are kind and loving. Loving our neighbor and loving yourselves means being truthful and honest
and making decisions that don’t hurt you or anyone

1. What are my choices?
2. What are the possible consequences or
outcomes?
3. If I decide to do this:
• Am I being kind and loving?
• Am I being truthful and honest?
• Will I or someone else be hurt?
• How will I feel inside later? (Good or
bad? Sorry or glad?)
The first two questions help us to think clearly
about our choices and what might happen after we
make a decision and act on it.
The last four questions can help us make the
kind of choices that God wants us to make. They
can help us think, in advance, about how our
choice will affect others and how we might feel if
we make a particular choice.
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Practice: Using the
Special Questions
Keep the newsprint with the “Special Questions for
Making Healthy Decisions” posted in front of the
class. Have the children form groups of three. Then
tell the children:
In your groups, you will have a chance to practice
using these questions to see how they can help you
make good, healthy decisions. I will tell you two
more stories, and you can use this list to help you
make a decision about what you would do in each
of these situations.

Have the groups discuss the story, reminding them
to use the posted “Special Questions” to help them
make a good decision. Give the groups paper and
pencil in case they want to write down some of their
ideas to share later.
Then have one person in each group share with
the whole class the decision that the group made
and why. Discuss briefly the decisions that were
made. Then say:
In this next story, pretend you are the main character, Alisha. Use the questions to help you make a
decision about what Alisha should do.
Tell this story:

Ask the children where they like to “hang out” the most
(the mall? the skating rink? the basketball court?) and
use their responses for the setting of the story.
Before telling the story, say:
This time try to put yourself into this story as
though it were really happening to you.
Tell this story:
You are at the place where you like to hang out. Some
of your friends, including your best friend, are with
you. The older brother of one of your friends shows
up with a couple of other teens. They tell you they
have something to show you. You and your friends
go with them.
The older teens show you some six-packs of
beer they have in a paper bag. Your friend’s brother
offers all the younger kids some beer and says, “Go
ahead, try it. It’ll make you feel good.”
You don’t want to try it. But your best friend
does want to try it and says to you, “I will if you
will. Come on, no one will ever know.”
What should you do?
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Alisha is fourteen years old. She hangs out with her
older sister and her sister’s friends a lot, kids who
are sixteen and seventeen. For the past two months
she has been dating Devon, who is seventeen. He’s a
weightlifter and has a great sense of humor.
Tonight when Alisha was at home alone, Devon
came over and they started making out. Devon
wants to have sexual intercourse. He says to Alisha,
“If you love me, you’ll say ‘yes.’”
What should Alisha do?
Give the groups 5 minutes to come to a decision,
using the “Special Questions.” Then have one person from each group share with the whole class
the decision that group made and why. Discuss the
decisions that were made.
If the possibility doesn’t come up, be sure to ask if
any group talked about the possibility of HIV transmission through sexual intercourse. Use the opportunity to reinforce the fact that sexual transmission is
one of the primary ways HIV is transmitted.
Then ask:
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How did the “Special Questions” make it easier to
choose what Alisha should do?

Closure

● Song
Listen to the responses. Then tell the children:
Another helpful step in making decisions is to think
about the decision you made and reflect on it later.

Gather in a circle. Holding hands, sing together the
first verse of the hymn “Blest Be the Tie that Binds.”
After the hymn, close with a prayer.

Activity: Playing the “Review Game”
You might want to ask yourself:
• How did my decision turn out?
• How do I feel about my choice?
• Did I make a good decision?
• What can I learn from this decision to
help me when I face another decision?

Theological Reflection
Tell the class:
God wants us all to be kind and loving. God wants
us all to be truthful and honest. God does not want
us to get hurt or to hurt other people.
These “Special Questions” can help you make
good, healthy decisions. You can take them home
with you so the next time you have to make a decision you can use them.
Whenever you are faced with having to decide
whether or not to engage in risky behavior, these
questions can help you make a healthy decision.
By making healthy choices, you can protect yourself from HIV.
Remember, when you make a healthy choice
or a good choice, you are being loving toward your
neighbor and yourself. You will be doing what
Jesus wants you to do.
Give each child a copy of the handout “Special
Questions for Making Healthy Decisions” (Handout
5/6–7) to take home.

Tell the class:
In the last few weeks you have learned about HIV
and AIDS, including what the disease is, what
causes this disease, how the virus is passed from
one person to another, and how it is not passed.
You have looked at behaviors to decide how risky
they are for getting the HIV infection. And you have
learned some ways to say “no” to behaviors that can
transmit HIV.
We’re going to end our time together today by
playing a game so you can see how much you have
learned.
Divide the class into two teams. Then give the following instructions:
I will ask the teams questions about HIV. Working
together as a team, your job is to come up with an
answer to the question. I’ll alternate from team to
team. Your team will get one point for each correct
answer. If a team does not answer the question correctly, the other team can try for that point. Any
questions about how to play?
Use your copy of the “Review Game Answer Guide”
to ask each team a question in turn. Keep score on
newsprint—one point for each correct answer.
After this review game, congratulate each team
on its good effort in answering the questions. Be
affirming of both teams. Then remind the children:
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You have learned much about HIV and about protecting yourselves from risky behavior. Remember
that you always have a choice about whether or not
to do something. You can make healthy decisions in
order to be safe and because it is the loving thing
to do.
Give each child a copy of the handout “Review
Game Questions” (Handout 5/6-8) to take home.
Encourage them to use their handouts to remind
themselves of all they have learned about HIV and
AIDS.
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Activity: Completing the “HIV
Prevention Media Campaign”
and “Red Ribbons”
Complete any work remaining on the “HIV
Prevention Media Campaign” or “Red Ribbons”
projects. Help the children understand that these
activities are a form of ministry. Then say:
Any time we can help other people become aware
of HIV and AIDS, we are helping people who
live with the disease. We are showing our love f
or them by helping others become AIDS aware.
This is an important ministry in which we can all
participate.
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FOR THE TEACHER/LEADER
Review Game Answer Guide
1. What do the letters in the word AIDS stand for?
Answer: Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome
2. What do the letters in the word HIV stand for?
Answer: Human Immunodeficiency Virus
3. N
 ame two ways HIV is transmitted.
Answer (two of the following): Birth, infected
blood, sexual intercourse
4. T
 ell another way HIV is transmitted.
Answer: Whichever method was not named in
answer to question #3.
5. What are three ways HIV is not transmitted?
Sample answers: Sneezes, toilet seats, everyday
contact, shaking hands, hugging, kissing, talking
with someone who has HIV, playing games,
sitting with someone at school, in church, or on
a bus
6. N
 ame three body fluids that can transmit HIV.
Answer: Blood, semen, vaginal secretions
7. What would you say to a friend who is afraid of
people with HIV or AIDS?
Sample Answers: You can’t get HIV by being
someone’s friend. HIV is not transmitted
through everyday contact.
8. What would you say to a friend who says “only
homosexuals get AIDS”?
Sample Answers: AIDS is caused by a virus
called HIV and anybody can get it. It’s not
who you are but what you do or don’t do that
matters.
9. H
 ow many forms of sexual intercourse are
there?
Answer: Three (oral, anal, and vaginal)

10. Is vaginal intercourse a risky behavior? Tell
why.
Answer: Yes. If HIV is present in sexual fluids, it
can be transmitted during unprotected vaginal
intercourse.
11. Is oral intercourse a risky behavior? Tell why.
Answer: Yes. If HIV is present, it can be
transmitted during unprotected oral intercourse
through cuts or sores in the mouth.
12. Can someone reduce the risk of HIV when she
or he is going to have sexual intercourse? If so,
how?
Answer: A latex condom, used properly, will
reduce the risk of HIV transmission during
sexual intercourse.
13. What is another word for being sexual with
yourself?
Answer: Masturbation
14. Name the two most important ways to protect
yourself from HIV.
Answer: Do not use drugs, and abstain from
sexual intercourse.
15. What are two reasons why it may be hard to
say “no” to risky behavior?
Sample Answers: Pressure from friends,
curiosity, desire to be popular, fear of being
rejected, unsure how to say “no” effectively
16. Name two effective ways to say “no.”
Sample Answers: Say “no” and walk away;
don’t apologize for saying “no”; say “no” as soon
as possible; ignore arguments; keep saying “no”
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17. Why is drinking alcohol a risky behavior for
HIV transmission?
Answer: It impairs judgment that may cause a
person to choose unsafe behavior.
18. Why do we have a right to say “no”?
Answer: God gives every human being the right
to say “no” and “yes.”
19. I f someone is trying to pressure you to
participate in risky behavior, what are two
things you could do?
Sample Answers: Say “no” and walk away from
the situation; say “no” and keep saying “no.”
20. What is the word that means “choosing not to
participate”?
Answer: Abstinence
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21. What are two good reasons for choosing not to
participate in risky behaviors?
Sample Answers: It’s healthy. It’s safer. A person
will feel good about herself or himself. HIV
transmission can be avoided.
22. Name a special gift from God that we talked
about in class.
Answer (one of the following): God created
us as loving persons; God created us as sexual
persons.
23. Name another special gift from God that we
talked about.
Answer: Whichever gift was not named in the
answer to question #22.
24. How does God want us to treat people with the
HIV infection?
Answer: With kindness and love.
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Handout 5/6-1

Prayer Litany
One:

God, Our Creator, you gave us life and blessed us with wonderful bodies.

All:

For the gift of life, we thank you, O God.

One:	You have promised that you will be with us as our lives unfold, as we grow and become aware that
the gift of life brings with it many serious responsibilities.
All:

For your presence and constant love, we thank you, O God.

One:

Holy One, you have asked that we love you and that we take good care of your gifts to us.

All:

For your trust in us, we thank you, O God.

One:

You have given us the freedom to make choices in our lives. Help us to choose wisely and safely.

All:

For the freedom you give, we thank you, O God.

One:	Dear God, help us to say “no” to risky behavior that is unsafe and unhealthy. Help us to say “yes” to
a safe and healthy life.
All:
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We thank you, God, for the precious gift of life. In Jesus' name, we pray.
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Handout 5/6-2

Saying “No”
Saying “no” isn’t easy.
It isn’t easy for anyone—grownups or kids—to say no to tempting but risky situations. But saying “no” is a
skill, and if you practice that skill, it’s easier.
If I decide to say “no,” what should I do?
Say “no” as soon as possible.
Do not apologize for saying “no.” It’s your right!
You do not need to give a reason. “No” is enough.
You do not have to respond to arguments and pressure. Keep saying “no.”
If you need to, leave the situation. Walk away.
ARGUMENT

YOUR RESPONSE
YOUR RESPONSE
to drugs				 to sexual intercourse

Everyone is doing it. _____________________________________________________________________
What are you? Chicken?__________________________________________________________________
Oh, grow up!
You act like such a kid.___________________________________________________________________
We’re not supposed to
but that’s part of the fun.__________________________________________________________________
Come on. It’s fun. Just try it once.___________________________________________________________
Don’t worry. It won’t hurt you._____________________________________________________________

But what if I say “no” and everyone hates me from then on?
They won’t. They may get angry for a while. Or tease you. Or even say they hate you. But they’ll get over it,
probably within 24 hours. Saying “no” isn’t always easy or comfortable, but you’ll find—probably in a few
days—that standing up for yourself will help you feel good about yourself. Just think about how you feel
when you do things you don’t want to do, just because someone else tells you to. After a while, other kids will
respect you because you are able to make healthy decisions for yourself.
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Handout 5/6-3

Defining Aspects of Loving
Loving ourselves and other people involves many things: the way we feel, the way we act, the things we say,
and the kind of attitude that we have about ourselves or someone else. There are many words that help us to
understand what it means to be loving.
Use a dictionary to look up the definitions of the following words. Make notes about the definitions on
this worksheet.

Word

Definition Notes

Respect_______________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Listen_________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Kindness______________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Care__________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Honor________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Dignity_______________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Relationship___________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Marriage______________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Handout 5/6-4

God Wants Me to Be Safe and Healthy
ABSTINENCE means to choose not to do something.
Choosing NOT to have sexual intercourse and choosing NOT to use drugs are the two most important ways
you can protect yourself from HIV infection.
See how many different words you can make with the letters in the word:

ABSTINENCE
Here’s a start:
IN
TAN
SIT
Can you find a word with four letters?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Can you find two words that name numbers?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Name three ways that HIV can be transmitted:
1.__________________________________________________________________________________________
2. __________________________________________________________________________________________
3. __________________________________________________________________________________________
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Handout 5/6-5

Word Search
Hidden in the box of letters are some words that may remind you of love. The words hidden in the puzzle
are listed below. When you find a word in the puzzle, draw a circle around it. Then put a check mark by
that word on the list. Words are hidden forward and backward, as well as up and down. Here is the list of
words:
LOVE

LISTENING

FAMILY

FRIENDS

GOD

LIKE

GIFT

KINDNESS

HEART

RESPECT

CARE

FEELINGS

I

F

C

P

X

U

C

S

E

F

J

L

O

V

E

T

R

G

H

A

N

I

R

M

B

K

W

N

D

M

H

S

S

E

N

D

N

I

K

I

U

T

V

J

E

K

I

L

E

L

R

E

P

S

O

M

S

E

T

Y

I

N

L

D

G

C

A

E

C

S

M

I

E

N

U

A

C

F

E

H

A

N

H

E

A

R

T

O

P

C

E

G

F

I

C

E

Z

M

S

Y

G

O

D

R

G

I

F

T

E

L

K

S

L

F

E

V

O

L

R

A

Can you find one word that is hidden twice?
The longest word is written from the top to
bottom.

“You shall love God with all your heart, and with all your soul, and with all your mind. . . . You shall love
your neighbor as yourself.”
—Matthew 22:37–39 (adapted)
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Handout 5/6-6

Risky Behaviors
Write the word Safe, Low, or High after each statement.

Behavior

Category of Risk

1. Going to church school with someone who has the HIV infection
2. Getting an injection—or shot—from a doctor or nurse
3. Having sexual intercourse without a latex condom
4. Sharing a can of soda with someone with HIV
5. Sharing a needle and syringe just once
6. Eating food prepared by someone with HIV or AIDS
7. Masturbating (giving yourself sexual pleasure)
8. Getting your ear pierced by a professional with a new needle
9. Engaging in oral intercourse (mouth to penis or mouth to vagina)
10. Getting high on drugs or drinking alcohol
11. Using someone else’s hairbrush or comb
12. Having sexual intercourse using a latex condom
13. Holding hands or hugging
14. Engaging in French kissing (kissing with tongue in

another person’s mouth)
15. Becoming a “blood brother” or “blood sister” with someone
16. Singing in the children’s choir with someone with HIV or AIDS
17. Saying “no” to sexual intercourse and drug use
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Handout 5/6-7

Special Questions for Making Healthy Decisions
1. What are my choices?

2. What are the possible consequences or outcomes?

3. If I decide to do this:
• Am I being kind and loving?
• Am I being truthful and honest?
• Will I or someone else be hurt?
• How will I feel inside later? (Good or bad? Sorry or glad?)

Later, I can ask myself:
• How did my decision turn out?
• How do I feel about my choice?
• Did I make a good decision?
• What can I learn from this decision to help me when I face another decision?
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Handout 5/6-8

Review Game Questions
1. What do the letters in the word AIDS stand for? _____________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________
2. What words do the letters HIV stand for?___________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________
3. Name two ways HIV is transmitted._______________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________
4. Tell another way HIV is transmitted._______________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________
5. What are three ways HIV is not transmitted?________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________
6. Name three body fluids that can transmit HIV. ______________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________
7. What would you say to a friend who is afraid of people with HIV or AIDS?________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________
8. What would you say to a friend who says “only homosexuals get AIDS”? __________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________
9. How many forms of sexual intercourse are there? ____________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________
10. Is vaginal intercourse a risky behavior? Tell why. ____________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________
11. Is oral intercourse a risky behavior? Tell why. _______________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________
12. Can someone reduce the risk of HIV when she or he is going to have sexual intercourse? If so, how?

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Handout 5/6-8 continued

13. What is another word for having sex with yourself?__________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________
14. Name the two most important ways to protect yourself from HIV. ______________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________
15. What are two reasons why it may be hard to say “no” to risky behavior? __________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________
16. Name two effective ways to say “no.”______________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________
17. Why is drinking alcohol a risky behavior for HIV transmission?________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________
18. Why do we have a right to say “no”?______________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________
19. If someone is trying to pressure you to participate in risky behavior, what are two things you could do?

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
20. What is the word that means “to choose not to participate”? ___________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________
21. What are some good reasons for choosing not to participate in risky behaviors?

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
22. Name a special gift from God that we talked about in class. ____________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________
23. Name another special gift from God that we talked about. ____________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________
24. How does God want us to treat people with the HIV infection?_________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________
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